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Introduction
Welcome to this course on Developing academic skills for studying ABETDeveloping academic skills for studying ABET, one of the modules 
in both the Higher Certificate and the Diploma in Adult Basic Education and Training.

The module is an introductory one at level 5 of the National Qualifications Framework (NQF) and 
is meant to outline adult learning information that can be practically applied to an entry level adult 
basic education and training practitioner.

In this section we introduce you to the contents of the module on Developing academic skills Developing academic skills 
for studying ABETfor studying ABET. In it you will find basic information about:

• the aims of the module
• the learning outcomes of the module
• the units in the module
• the study guide material
• tutorial support
• assignments and assessment
• study expectations

AIMS OF THE MODULE
Some you will have not taken part in formal studies for a long time. Others may have continued 
your studies over the years. This module aims to help all of you get the most out of your studies. 
The aim of this module is to help you be able to deal with the demands of academic contexts 
and assignments, and to think through and explore different strategies to learn more effectively. 
Studying is a skill that you continue to develop.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
The statements of learning outcomes provided below tell you what resultsresults are expected from 
your study of this module. It tells you what content you are expected to know as well as what you 
should be able to do or demonstrate. Of course, these learning outcomes rest on the assumption 
that you will read and study this study guide, engage in the recommended study activities, and 
complete all the assignments.

By the end of the module you should be able to do the following (both in spoken and ap-
propriate written form):

(1) plan your study time
(2) read and understand, and be able to evaluate academic texts and graphic data
(3) write assignments using academic language and different sources
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THE MODULE UNITS
The Developing academic skills for studying ABETDeveloping academic skills for studying ABET module consists of the following topic 
areas that are covered in six study units of printed material:

UnitUnit TitleTitle Topics coveredTopics covered

1 Using academic language Terminology and acronyms

The language of academic discourse

2 How to access information Identifying information sources

Organising information in a system

Accurate note-taking

3 Critically evaluate academic 
and other written and audio-
visual texts

Pre-reading selection strategies

Text marking and summarising

How to critique texts

Responding to the text

4 Understanding and using 
graphic and statistical forms

Understanding and using graphic forms such 
as charts, graphs, pie-charts

Using basic statistical terms

5 Producing academic texts Planning, structuring and developing written 
assignments

6 Producing a learning 
schedule

Organising your study periods

Planning for assignments

Planning for exams

THE STUDY GUIDE MATERIAL AND READINGS
The instruction given in this module is done in two ways:

(1) through this study guide with its units of printed course materials and readings which you 
are expected to read and study

(2) through interactions with a tutorial group (if you can attend one)

Units
The printed course material for the Exploring adult learning module is divided up into six unitsunits. 
Each unit covers topics related to one of the learning outcomes.
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What is in each unit?
Each unit has:

(1) Aims
(2) Learning outcomes
(3) Content material
(4) Activities
(5) Readings
(6) Further reading

Aims
These provide a generalgeneral statement on what you will learn in the unit and on what material has 
been provided to help you to do this.

Learning outcomes
These are specificspecific statements about what you will be able to do when you have worked through 
the unit and engaged in other course activities related to the unit.

Content material
This is the material you will read and think about. Other supporting materials, mainly readings, 
may also be used.

Activities
Included in the study material are a number of activities. These tasks should help you check 
your own understanding of the material. The activities include questions, exercises, self-tests 
and ideas to think and write about.

How much time should you spend on each unit?
How long do you need to study this module and each unit of this module? This module is rated 
at 12 credits. This means that it is assumed that you will spend about 120 hours of study on this 
module. Usually this means that you must plan to spend time

(1) reading the materials
(2) engaging in activities as you read, and attending tutorials
(3) writing assignments, and preparing for and writing the examination

We recommend that you study for the following number of hours:

Reading through this introduction and the six units (40 hours: about 6 hours per module)

Doing activities and attending tutorials (40 hours)

Writing assignments (this includes preparation, reading, writing and careful editing: 20 
hours)

Preparing for and writing the examination (20 hours)
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The other students studying this module
Studying by yourself can be a lonely task. A rich resource of support, information and experi-
ence is your fellow students (whether accessed informally by your setting up a study group, or 
by joining a UNISA tutorial group).

Support from the module coordinator
You can make use of the support given by the module coordinator. You are welcome to make 
appointments to see the coordinator and you can also communicate with him or her by letter, 
telephone, fax or e-mail (details are given in the Tutorial letter).

ASSIGNMENTS AND ASSESSMENT

What is going to be assessed?
The assessment in this module will be based on assignmentsassignments and examinationexamination.

Assignments
You will be asked to complete two compulsory assignments two compulsory assignments during the course. Each written 
assignment has a due date and must be sent in by that date. The first assignment allows you to 
gain admission to the examination. 

Completion of the first assignment first assignment is a requirement for entry into the final examination. Note 
that if this assignment has not been submitted you will not be allowed to write the examination.

The second assignment contributes 10% of your final mark.

Examination
This will be written at one of the recognised UNISA examination centres. The examination will 
last two hours.

Things to remember about assessment
In thinking about assessment, remember that this centres on your demonstrationyour demonstration that you have 
achieved the learning outcomeslearning outcomes of this course. To do this you need to:

• show that you have knowledgeknowledge about the module
• demonstrate that you have the skillsskills to think critically and plan your assignments
• display attitudesattitudes that indicate that the knowledge and experience you have can be combined 

meaningfully

Some things that will notnot help you demonstrate your achievement of the learning outcomes are 
the following:

• writing what you have learned by rote rote (this means learning words, texts or facts off by heart 
without really understanding their meaning). You will not do very well in your assessments 
if you simply write what is in the study material
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• not making use of your own experience. We are very interested in your experiences, ideas, 
feelings and activities as an adult learner yourself. You will do well in your assessments if 
you combine what you have learned from the study material with your own well thought out 
ideas. You will do well if you can show us that you can use what you have learned in your 
work and activities

STUDY EXPECTATIONS
To be truly successful in this module you will need to spend a considerable number of study 
hours reading and writing. The module was written assuming that you have a school Grade 12 
level competence in the language of instruction and in reading and writing skills. It is further 
assumed that you can learn from predominantly written material and that you can find, analyse 
and evaluate information relevant to the learning programme. Lastly it is expected that you will 
spend time in the careful reading and study of the course material and readings provided and 
that you will do the assignments and prepare for the examinations.
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Unit  1 1
Use language appropriately

1. INTRODUCTION 
In this module we are going to look at how we use language in academic discourse (discussion). 
Writing assignments and essays is different from the way we speak or the way we write letters to 
friends. In academic discourse we have to use words carefully, appropriately (correctly), and in the 
right way. It is worth taking the time to understand and make sure that you are exact in your writing.

Specific outcome 1Specific outcome 1

Use language appropriately for academic purposes.

Assessment criteriaAssessment criteria

Terminology and acronyms of adult basic education and training are used meaningfully, 
appropriately and functionally.

The language of academic discourse is used appropriately, for example compare, contrast, 
discourse, critique, correlation, indicator, probability.

The nature of academic discourse is explained, for example formal, lexically correct.

2. UNDERSTANDING THE DISCOURSE
Understanding is the key to studying, and an essential tool for understanding is a dictionary. Keep 
your dictionary by you as you read. However, the dictionary may give several definitions of one 
word. Therefore before you look up a strange word in the dictionary try and deducededuce (meaning to 
work out or, as the dictionary says, reason from observed facts) what the word means from the 
sense of the rest of the text.

For example, look at these sentences:

People in a city crowd owe each other nothing. Nobody will feel any obligationobligation to sup-
port you in your difficulty. Forgetting your money is your own problem.

Can you deduce from the sentences what obligationobligation means?

The observed facts would be that the city people owe nothing to each other; they give no support 
in difficulty.
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In your own words now think of a definition of the word obligationobligation.

Now look in your dictionary.

The Oxford Paperback Dictionary states the following:

obligationobligation n. 1.being obliged to do something.

2. what one must do in order to comply with an agreement or law etc. one’s duty � 
under an obligationunder an obligation. Owing gratitude to another person for some service or benefit.

None of these definitions quite fits the sense of the sentence. So the next step is to take the first 
definition and look up obligeoblige.

obligeoblige n. 1. to compel by law…

2. to help or gratify by performing a small service.

Now before we decide let’s look at a definition of obligingobliging.

obligingobliging adj. courteous and helpful, obligingly adv

Notice that the dictionary will tell you that the word is a noun, (n.), a verb (v.), an adverb (adv.) or 
an adjective (adj.).

Decide which of the definitions is the most appropriate for the sentences above.

Now that you have decided write a sentence in which you use the word obligationobligation.

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

     ACTIVITY    

Read the following sentences:

It is important to give attention to the movement or migration of people from one kind of area 
to another. This process is a world-wide phenomenonphenomenon, and it is at present taking place at an 
especially rapid pace in the developing world.

Try and deduce the meaning of the word phenomenonphenomenon and write it down in your own words.
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Write out the dictionary definitions.

Now use the word in another sentence.

3. USING CORRECT TERMINOLOGY

Formal and informal use of languageFormal and informal use of language

In conversations and when writing to friends we use slang (informal language). For example, in 
Township Taal the following conversation may take place:

‘Hey bru hoezit.’ ‘Sharp sharp,’ ‘Give me choc for beer.’ ‘I have a tiger.’ ‘Sharp Voya.’

Now none of you are likely to use such words in your assignment; but how about this:

Those guys are messing around with the kids.

Some learners have used guys and kids in their essays.

Think about this sentence.

Who is the writer talking about? Are “guys” men, or men and women, or youths?

What does “messing about” mean? Is it playing with, or hitting, or teasing?

Who are the kids? Are they girls, or boys, or girls and boys? Are they children or youths?

In academic work we use formal language as it is important to be accurate.

     ACTIVITY    

Think about this sentence:

Mrs Radabe is a wonderful teacher. Her learners love her.

Now ask yourself: How is she a wonderful teacher? Is she learner-centred? Does she use outcomes-
based education? What does she do to make her ‘wonderful’?
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Write three sentences about Mrs Radabe’s teaching, avoiding the words ‘wonderful’ and ‘love’. 
See how accurate you can be about her teaching.

Why do you think we use academic language? Would you speak to a church minister in the same 
way that you address friends? The same thing happens in writing. You want to show people that 
you are writing seriously so you use words appropriate to the subject, in this case ABET.

4. UNSUBSTANTIATED (UNPROVED) OPINIONS
Consider these statements which have been made by learners in their assignments in previous 
years. Do you agree or disagree? Think about what may be wrong about these statements.

(1) Young women in the townships get pregnant so that they can claim child benefit. They use 
the money to buy things for themselves.

(2) Women in the rural areas whose husbands are working away from home get up to all sorts 
of things with other men.

(3) Women in rural areas should go to ABET classes so that they don’t sit around gossiping and 
doing nothing.

(4) African men do not like their wives to study.
(5) Men will not wear condoms.

Now ask yourself these questions.

Are these true statements or opinions? Number 3 is clearly not true as we already know how hard 
rural women work. What about the others?

Who is being written about? Does the writer mean allall young women in townships, or allall rural 
women or allall men?

It is important to indicate more clearly who you are talking about. As human beings we don’t all 
do the same thing.

The next question is: How does the writer know these things? Are there figures to prove what the 
writer is saying? If so, where do the figures come from? Are these statements simply the opinion 
of the writer?

In academic discourse we have to very careful about what we write, and we need to prove our 
statements with a few facts. We will talk later about how you deal with facts and figures and how 
to use them, and about how to use references. If you don’t have the facts, then you need to start 
your sentence with: “I have met young women who…’ or ‘In my experience many men find it 
difficult…’ (and then give an example of your own experience) or, even better, “According to the 
Daily Star …’.
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     ACTIVITY    

Look again at the sentences above and change two of them so that they conform to the require-
ments of academic discourse.

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. PASSING JUDGEMENT
In academic discourse we don’t pass judgement on other people.

Saying what you think about other people should be left to preachers or conversations with your 
friends. In ABET we respect people and do not judge them. Some of the sentences above appear 
to be judging women and men.

An example of how a statement can be thought of as fact comes from the first statement: 
Young women in the townships get pregnant so that they can claim child benefit. They 
use the money to buy things for themselves.

When the person who made the statement was asked how she knew the reply was, ‘Everybody 
knows’. When she was asked ‘Do you know anyone personally?’ she replied, ‘Several of my friends 
saw Nelisiwe at the hairdressers. How did she get the money? All she gets is the child support 
grant.’ So what has been seen (and nobody asked Nelisiwe where she got the money) in one or 
perhaps a few people is made into a statement about that entire group.

Other examples of judgemental statements would be:

Rural women are ignorant and need to go to ABET classes. (Many illiterate rural women 
are very wise. Simply the fact that they cope with daily living even though they cannot 
read and write shows intelligence.)

Women should go to ABET classes so that they can learn to be better wives.

You might assume that this was written by a man but have I have also seen it written by a woman 
learner. There are two assumptions here. The first is that women need to be a better wife, rather 
than needing help with their careers or work. The second assumption is that the educator knows 
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what is good for women and has set herself up as a good wife – in other words, she considers 
herself better than the learners she teaches.

Here is a quote from a professor to his student about an essay which did not give any facts:

In general your style was a very good one for a newspaper article, but rather too flamboyant 
(showy) and aggressive (destructive) for an essay. You call on your reader’s sympathy as 
you evoke (stir up) hate for the enemy… But you should be calling more on reason, on 
argument and evidenceevidence. You give no evidence for your claims…. I am simply pointing 
to you the dangers of running a very strong and emotionally based line of argument in 
an essay.

If you cannot get hold of figures for your area you could also give an example (or a simple case 
study) using either your own experience or what you have been told.

If you cannot think of an example then start discussing the subject with your friends and family. 
Ask your children what they think. Speak to your neighbours. Look at the example below.

Mrs Nkosi lives in Orlando West. She has six children and works as a domestic worker 
to try and help feed her children. She is very tired. She told me that her husband refuses 
to use a condom and she is afraid she will become pregnant again. She is also knows 
that he has a girlfriend and is afraid she may contract HIV/AIDS.

Of course, the above story is only one person’s experience. You need a few more facts before you 
can draw conclusions. A better example might be the following:

In my ABET class we had a discussion on how to protect yourself from HIV/AIDS. Four 
of the five women present said that their partners refused to use condoms. One said her 
partner had threatened her with violence if she mentioned it again. The six men present 
all said that wearing a condom was like taking a shower with your raincoat on.

     ACTIVITY    

Choose one the statements above and write a paragraph about that statement. Make sure it is 
something that has actually happened.
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6. TECHNICAL WORDS
In every academic discipline technical words are used to describe ideas or concepts. You will have 
used some of these words at school or tertiary education, for example, in biology, mathematics, 
chemistry, theology, and so on. In the same way we use academic discourse (language) in ABET 
to describe concepts (theories, ideas). In your studies you will come across new words which 
you will need to use appropriately. This may mean memory work.

Memory work is a useful manner of learning these concepts. If you memorise words and con-
cepts which you did not know before, you will read with understanding in future without first 
having to find out their meaning. It is important to understand these concepts to be able to use 
them appropriately, as you will be expected to be able to use these word in your assignments 
and examinations.

Some of these words come from different disciplines as you are required to learn some thing 
about communities, development and management as well as education.

Some words are easy to understand and make sense if you look at the words carefully. For instance, 
look at the words below. The first two words come from sociology and may be used to describe 
communities. If you remember that they are describing communities and the way people relate 
to each other the meaning is easy to work out:

Loose-knitLoose-knit – people are loose in their relationships.

Close-knitClose-knit – people are very close in the way they relate.

The misunderstanding may come if you confuse close relationships with living physically close 
to others. In other words, ‘close-knit’ does not mean that the homes are close together but that 
the relationships are close.

Now look at the two concepts from education:

Teacher-centredTeacher-centred – the lesson is centredcentred on the teacher. The teacher speaks and the 
learners listen.

Learner-centredLearner-centred – the education is centredcentred on the learner. The learner participates 
actively in the lesson.

However, don’t assume that you know what a term means. Look carefully at the definition in the 
module. You will notice that not all communities fit into the categories of ‘loose-knit’ and ‘close-
knit’. This means you have to think about whether your community is loose-knit or close-knit, or 
whether this does not describe your community at all because it has characteristics (qualities) 
of both.

Other concepts may not be so easy. Here are a few that you will need to know.

     ACTIVITY    

Look up the exact meaning of the following words in your module and write a sentence in which 
you use these words.

Characteristics
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Communication skills

Primary health care

Conform to standards

Industrialised societies

Make a list of those you do not understand when you are reading and studying the module. Always 
make sure you know and understand all the concepts.

7. ACRONYMS
Acronyms are a short way of referring to an organisation or discipline.

For example, we could write:

The Adult Basic Education and TrainingAdult Basic Education and Training Department is located in the University University 
of South Africaof South Africa.

If we use acronyms we would write:

The ABET ABET Department is located in UNISAUNISA.

Think of other acronyms you know and see how long it takes you to write out all the words.

     ACTIVITY    

Here are some examples of acronyms you use in everyday life that you could try:

SABC

ANC

PAC

ABSA

COSATU
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Sometimes you may not know what all the letters stand for but you will know what they are refer-
ring to. Acronyms only work when everyone understands what they mean.

Adult education uses several acronyms that you need to know and be able to use. The first one, 
ABET, you know already. Now see how many of the following you know:

AET  Adult education and training

DOE Department of Education

ETQA Education and Training Quality Assurer

FET  Further education and training

LASM Learning and support materials

NGO  Non-governmental organisation

NSB  National Standards Body

NQF  National Qualifications Framework

OBE  Outcomes based education

RPL  Recognition of prior learning

SAQA  South African Qualifications Authority

You will be learning more about what these acronyms stand for and what the different organisa-
tions do as you continue the course.

8. USING ACADEMIC DISCOURSE 
APPROPRIATELY (CORRECTLY)

As you will have gathered by now, the key to using academic discourse is to be able to understand 
the meaning of the words and phrases. This is very important when you write your assignments 
and examinations. To answer the question adequately you need to understand what is being asked.

8.1 Discuss, compare, contrast, describe, explain 
and identify

Consider the examination question below. The first and most common word is discussdiscuss. This 
question appeared in the 2008 examination:

DISCUSS the different needs of urban communities and rural communities. INDICATE 
the role ABET can play in improving the quality of lives of the people in these different 
communities.
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What does discuss mean? The dictionary defines discuss thus:

discussdiscuss: write about in detail: comes from the Latin discuterediscutere – to dash to pieces

The original Latin meaning ‘to dash to pieces’ may give you a clue: not to dash, but to break down 
into different aspects or parts. So, in the answer you would write down all the different needs in 
each community and with each indicateindicate what roles ABET could play.

What does indicateindicate mean? Indicate means to point to, or to point out. This means that in your 
answer we expect a briefbrief explanation of what role ABET can play. The main discussion of your 
essay should be on the needs of the rural and urban communities.

Now consider what you might need to write if the word in the exam question was not discuss 
but compare.

COMPARE the needs of urban communities and rural communities. Indicate the role ABET 
can play in improving the quality of lives of the people in these different communities.

First we look in the dictionary for the exact meaning of compare.

comparecompare 1: note the similarity or difference between: 2: to point out or describe the 
resemblance of: 3: be similar to or have a specified relationship with

What is expected in this question?

To compare means to look at the similarities or difference. To begin with, consider the similarities. 
Therefore, in this question, you might start with unemployment as something that affects both 
communities, and then you would say how it differs in each. Although both groups have a need 
for literacy, the groups might be different.

Another way the question might be formed would be to use the word contrastcontrast.

CONTRAST the different needs of urban communities and rural communities. Indicate 
the role ABET can play in improving the quality of lives of the people in these different 
communities.

What specifically does contrast mean?

contrastcontrast: the state of being noticeably different from something else when put or con-
sidered together

Here the focus is on the differences between the needs of the two communities. So your discus-
sion would be along the lines of: The needs of the rural communities are… However, in urban 
communities, the needs are different in the following way…

Let’s look at another concept you will need when we replace discuss with describe.

DESCRIBE the different needs of urban communities and rural communities. Indicate 
the role ABET can play in improving the quality of lives of the people in these different 
communities.

The dictionary definition is as follows:

describedescribe: give a detailed account in words
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Here you are not being asked for your opinion but rather, you are expected to give the facts of 
the situation. From what you have learnt, you would state what the needs are in a rural situation. 
Alternatively, you could give the facts as you have observed them yourself.

Now let’s change the word indicate for explain.

Describe the different needs of urban communities and rural communities. EXPLAIN 
the role ABET can play in improving the quality of lives of the people in these different 
communities.

ExplainExplain: 1. make clear by giving a detailed description 2. give a reason for

In this case it is not a brief explanation that is wanted, but something more. Here you need to 
give a reason for how ABET can play a role in these communities. In your answer you will give 
the same amount of space to ABET’s role as to the needs of the community.

Finally let’s change the first word to identify.identify.

IDENTIFY the different needs of urban communities and rural communities. Indicate 
the role ABET can play in improving the quality of lives of the people in these different 
communities.

IdentifyIdentify: prove or recognise as being a specified person or thing: point to

To identify is be specific about, in this case, the needs of the communities. If you are discussing 
health in rural communities you should point out the lack of services and describe these in detail.

This section shows that it is very important to understand what is being asked of you. The facts The facts 
that you mention are the same, but the first word in the question changes the way that that you mention are the same, but the first word in the question changes the way that 
you will present these facts.you will present these facts. By knowing the difference you can engage in academic By knowing the difference you can engage in academic 
discourse.discourse.

     ACTIVITY    

In three or four sentences show the difference between describe, discuss, compare and contrast 
by answering this question:

Discuss the needs and learning needs in two ABET centres.

Compare the needs and learning needs in two ABET centres.

Contrast the needs and learning needs in two ABET centres.

Describe the needs and learning needs in two ABET centres
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8.2 Assess and evaluate
As an academic learner you are expected to give more than the facts. You have to decide whether 
you agree with facts or not. In other words you have to assessassess or evaluate evaluate the facts. What does 
this mean?

assessassess: estimate the value, importance or quality of

We assess others in our everyday life. For example, in conversation we may say that someone 
we work with is lazy, or that she does a good job. When we do this we are making a judgement 
about someone’s work. In your studies you will learn about assessment of learners. You will also 
learn about different types of assessment that we use in the lesson. For now, it is important to 
understand what assessment means.

           ACTIVITY         

You can assess your own work: judge how you are doing so far by ticking those statements 
below that are true:

I understand everything I have read so far.

I have used the dictionary for words that I don’t understand.

I have done all the activities.

I do not give myself enough time to study.

This is too easy for me.

I think I understand but am not sure of everything.

I need more practise.

Very close to assessment is the concept of evaluation.

evaluateevaluate: form an idea of the amount or value of

How is this different from assessment? In educational academic discourse the two words are 
used very specifically. This is very important to understand and you need to learn these words.

Assessment refers to the way we measure learners’ abilities.Assessment refers to the way we measure learners’ abilities.

Evaluation refers to the way we examine courses, study materials or projects.Evaluation refers to the way we examine courses, study materials or projects.

To be clear about this, try the following evaluation activity.

     ACTIVITY    

Evaluate the following sentences for readers for level two learners.

Look at the language, length of sentences and cultural content. Does it relate to the learner’s 
experience? Tick those which are appropriate.

The old man told stories to his grandchildren.
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The children made snowballs in winter.

They ran along the beach splashing in the sea.

It is a pity that many people do not understand the importance of taking medication for 
tuberculosis.

Mosquitoes cause malaria.

You will note by now that academic writing involves a great deal of THINKINGTHINKING. You do not simply 
write down the facts that you have been taught, but you have to assess and evaluate these facts. 
You need to present them in a certain way. You also need to be able to analyse and critique what 
you are reading and writing. How do we do this?

8.3 Analyse and critique
AnalyseAnalyse: to examine, investigate

To analyse something you break it down into its various parts. For instance, if you are analysing 
the water situation in a small rural village you would have to find out:

• where the nearest water source is
• whether there could be a different water source
• how long is might take to get water
• what the effect on the people is
• how far the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry is in bringing water to that area

     ACTIVITY    

What do you think you would need to know if you were asked to analyse the ABET education 
system in your area?

Critique:Critique: a critical assessment (critical: expressing or involving an assessment of a literary or 
artistic work)
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A critical assessment means that we do not take everything we read as fact. If you read newspapers 
you will know that they have a bias. That means they report events in a way that makes the par-
ties that they support (whether these be a political party or a sports team) appear in a favourable 
light. They may leave out facts that make their party look bad, or they may exaggerate facts that 
put the party in a good light. Even the television news cannot be unbiased.

Sometimes, because of time or pressure, media workers have to select certain information from 
the news so that we only see a section of what is happening. So everything we read or see rep-
resents only a part of the true facts. This means that we have to look at everything with a critical 
eye and ask ourselves: Is this true or not? Does my experience differ from what is being said? 
Am I being told everything?

Consider the following paragraph:

At a Community Land Conference in Bloemfontein in 1994, rural women made a strong 
demand for ‘One man, one woman’. These rural women wanted the government to ban 
polygamy immediately. They also demanded an end to the tradition that a widow is ‘in-
herited’ by her brother-in-law if her husband dies, as is the case in some areas of Natal 
and the Northern Transvaal.

But many men do not want to change a practice which they believe is justifiable. As one 
man argues, ‘Women should know that as Zulus we pay eleven cattle for a wife. This is 
why the husband’s brother should inherit the wife.’

If you were to critique these paragraphs can you think of questions you might want to ask?

Here are some possible questions:

How many rural women did this conference represent?

Are there any women who disagree?

How did the government react?

When it says ‘many men’, does it mean rural men or also urban men?

What is my experience?

     ACTIVITY    

Read the following passage and critique the contents. Think of four questions that you might ask 
about what the author says.

The 1980s political ‘youth’ has mainly disbanded. And those who have remained have 
gone in opposite directions. Either they have become involved in normal political activities 
or they have turned to violence on their own communities.
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To critique a passage, or to read critically, means that you have a conversation in your mind 
where you ask the author questions. You may agree or disagree, and sometimes you may even 
change your mind about an issue.

9. IMPORTANT WORDS FOR FURTHER 
ACADEMIC STUDY

CorrelationCorrelation: a relationship in which one thing affects or depends on the other.

The correlation is how one thing links up with another. For instance: There is a correlation between 
crime and poverty in South Africa.

IndicatorIndicator: thing that indicates a state or level. We may indicate (point to) words we have written 
on the board when we are asking learners questions. An indicator is therefore something that 
points to something else. We talk of development indicatorsdevelopment indicators to show the position of a com-
munity in its development. For example, health is development indicator. If there are no clinics 
in a community, it shows that the community is underdeveloped.

     ACTIVITY    

What other development indicators do you think there are?

ProbabilityProbability: the extent to which something is likely to happen. If there is an outbreak of cholera 
in Zimbabwe, the probability is that there will be cholera cases in South Africa. In a sense, this 
words means that we look into the future to suggest what probably will happen.

     ACTIVITY    

Complete the sentence below.

If more people in my community had skills training the probability is that …
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10. CONCLUSION
In this unit we have considered the importance of language and understanding academic discourse. 
We have looked carefully at some of the words you may come across and how they should be 
used. We have stressed the importance of accuracy in writing and reporting.

In unit 2 we will be looking at various ways in which we can access (get, obtain) more informa-
tion for our studies.
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Unit  2
Access and process information

1. INTRODUCTION
When we start to study we begin a journey of discovery. Each path we take leads us to new ways 
of looking at the world and ourselves. To make the most of this journey we need to find as many 
paths as possible. In this unit we look at different ways of getting information, and deciding what 
to do with the information when we do get it.

Specific outcome 2Specific outcome 2

Access and process information that is reasonably accessible to the candidate.

Assessment criteriaAssessment criteria

Relevant sources of information can be identified (including human sources).

Relevant information is accessed using a system, eg search engine, filing system.

Strengths and limitations of different sources are explained, eg reliability, validity, cred-
ibility, time or geographic scale.

Information gathered is organised systematically, eg categories, chronologically.

2. IDENTIFY SOURCES OF INFORMATION
As an ABET practitioner you are also involved in development in the community. You may well 
be or may become an influential leader. This means you need to have all the latest information to 
be able to make informed decisions. To make these decisions you have to know how to access 
(find out) information.

One of the most important attributes (qualities) of an academic learner is curiosity: a need to 
know. There are many different ways of accessing knowledge and in this unit we will be looking 
at some of them.

When you study you begin to access new information or a new way of looking at things. Your 
module gives you a summary of the information you need. It is like a map which shows you the 
way you need to go.
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Let’s look at an example. In some modules you will read about the status of women in South 
Africa. You will have your own opinion and experience of this, but let’s look at how we can develop 
what the text says through a chance conversation I overheard.

I was standing at a bus stop with two young teenage girls wearing the uniform of one the better 
schools in Tshwane, and I was listening to their conversation. They were talking about their future. 
One said to the other, ‘I’ll never work for a woman boss’. The other agreed. ‘They are too emotional’, 
she said, ‘You never know when they are going to get hysterical, angry or burst into tears’.

That started me thinking about how women view each other. At such a young age these girls were 
already accepting stereotypes of women, not realising that this included themselves. I wondered 
if this was general view amongst young women. To find out, I took the following steps:

I started questioning my friends who were in leadership positions.

I then contacted parents and teachers I knew. They seemed to confirm what I heard.

The next step was to find out how many women were leaders in my community.

I cut out articles from the newspaper and put them in a file.

I looked at magazines, particularly those which had stories of women in difficulties or 
in business.

Then I took a trip to the library and the internet café to find out what had been written 
on the subject.

Now let’s look at the different ways in which you can access resources.

2.1 Using human resources
To be able to make use of human resources we have to be able to listen carefully. When a con-
versation turns to a subject in which we are interested, we are sometimes so busy giving our own 
opinion and trying to convince others that we don’t always hear what they are saying. In accessing 
information we are not judging or trying to convince anyone, but rather, we try to find out exactly 
what people think and feel. We do not always know what people are thinking and feeling even 
when we know them well.

How to ask questions

There are two types of questions: the closed question and the open-ended question.

The closed questionclosed question can be answered in one word or a few words. How old are you? Where 
do you come from? How long have you stayed here? How many children have you had? These 
questions are only suitable if you are doing a survey, for instance if you want to find out how 
many of people have migrated in your area.

If you want to find out more about a person’s life you need to ask open-endedopen-ended questions which 
will encourage people to talk. Examples of this would be: Tell me about your life in Umzinto, or 
questions beginning with: What do you think about…? Why do you think…? How did this hap-
pen…? The more the person talks, the more you will learn.
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Friends and family

You already have a good resource amongst your friends and family. Older people will have expe-
rienced a different life to yours and will enjoy talking about the past. Younger people will want to 
talk about their present experienced and their hopes for the future. Most people like to talk about 
their life to someone who is really interested.

While listening you can bring the conversation round to subjects that have to do with your studies. 
Try and ask for specific details.

If the person comes from a rural area, useful questions might include:

How far did you have to walk to get water? How long did it take? Was it dangerous? If you live in 
a rural area ask how life has changed. Listen to what the young people are saying. Do they want 
to move? What are their dreams? Talk to people who come home from urban areas or informal 
settlements and note their problems and successes.

If the person comes from an urban area ask questions about the availability of work: if they have 
a job, how long it takes to get to work, how they are treated, what they do in the evenings. What 
are they afraid of?

Ask questions about education, health, the work and status of women and children, the needs 
of the community and their personal needs. All this will begin to add substance to your studies.

Once you have gathered information it is important to write down what has been said before you 
forget the details.

     ACTIVITY    

Write a short history of your family with details of where they come from, where they are living 
now and some of the information they gave you which is relevant to your studies.

Family gatherings, parties, weddings and funerals are useful ways of gathering information. 
Move around the groups and make a note of the subjects that are being discussed. Where it is 
relevant to your studies stop and ask for further information. You can also gather information by 
listening to people in the shops, on public transport, at work and hearing what your children and 
their friends talk about.
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     ACTIVITY    

Make a list of subjects people talk about while you are sitting with friends or in a public place.

2.2 Using community resources
We can find out a many facts about our communities by using organisations and professionals.

Accessing information from organisations

Most of you will belong to one or several organisations. These may be religious, like a church 
or bible study group, or secular, such as a stokvel. Women’s organisations usually know what 
is going on in the community. If you belong it is a good idea to bring up the topic that you are 
studying. People will talk easily and with conviction about such topics as HIV/AIDS, teenage 
pregnancies, youth, and so on. Listen to what they are saying but ask for facts if you hear general 
statements that begin with ‘Everybody knows…’. There may be women or men in the organisations 
you belong to who are helping a particular group of people, or who are helping their neighbours. 
Ask them about their experiences. Make notes of what is said and try to follow it up with further 
conversation. Individuals’ experiences are different and by listening to different opinions and 
experiences you will get a more complete picture.

Attend community meetings to meet people who are the leaders in the community.

2.3 Using professionals
There may be many professionals in your community who could be of help. Most communities 
have school, a clinic, the police, religious leaders, a councilor and council offices. Teachers and 
nurses, doctors and counsellors can also give you information about what is happening in the 
community. Many communities also have NGOs (non-governmental organisations) working in 
the area. They are also a good source of information.
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What sort of information should you look for?

Before you go to seek information be clear about what you want to ask. Sometimes you may not 
get answers because most professionals are not allowed to give away confidential information. 
In that case you need to ask for information that they can give you. Write the questions down or 
you might come away having left out something very important to your work. For instance you 
might ask the head teacher or the nurse at the clinic about teenage pregnancies to find out if they 
are a problem. Ask for numbers. How many were there last year? How many this year? What age? 
What happens after the baby is born?

You will also be able to gather literature. Many government departments produce pamphlets on 
various topics. The Department of Health and the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry are 
particularly good at handing out relevant information. Collect these and put them a file. You will 
also find them useful in ABET classes.

     ACTIVITY    

Write down the address, telephone number and the name of the person for the following 
organisations:

Clinic

Doctor

Schools

Police Station

Council Offices

Religious leaders

NGOs

Other useful numbers

2.4 Limitations to information from friends, 
family and the community

The following are limitations to the information you gather that you need to be aware of:
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• The information you receive will be partial and can only be used by combining it with other 
information you have gathered.

• Anecdotal evidence is useful in giving you an idea of how individuals are affected by the 
community around them and the resources or lack of them, but you need to find more 
objective evidence.

• Be aware of your own prejudices and those of others. All of us are inclined to judge other 
people.

• People may tell you what they think you want to hear.

3. ACCESSING INFORMATION FROM THE 
MEDIA

We are all affected by decisions made by government, by changes in communities (eg an in-
crease in crime) and by international events. For instance, the increase in the oil price overseas 
means that there will be an increase in petrol here, which means that food prices rise. A change 
in government in the United States or Europe can mean countries may be more or less willing to 
send aid to Africa. The situation in Zimbabwe affects us directly as more refugees come to this 
country. In the same way our actions, for instance in Zimbabwe, affect the people living there.

We have no control over some of these events, but others can influence how we act or plan our 
lessons. For instance, to combat xenophobia you need to know something of the circumstances 
of the countries which the refugees have left.

Besides the stories people tell us, another source of information is radio and television.

3.1 Radio and television
There are several programmes that help us keep informed about what is happening in our own 
country and in the world. Following are some of the programmes which can be helpful.

Call-in programmes

Most radio stations have call-in programmes where members of the community can give their 
views on a particular subject. Usually there are one or two experts to answer questions. When you 
are listening it is good to have pen and paper handy so that if the subject interests you, you can 
write down the names of the experts and information on how to contact them. These programmes 
also give you some idea of what people are thinking and feeling.

Chat shows

Both radio and television offer regular or occasional chat shows when experts or leaders are 
brought in to discuss relevant matters. These are good for finding out what our leaders are think-
ing and also for how they differ in their opinions. A good argument can set you thinking about 
where you stand and can lead you to seeking more information. Quite often they will give their 
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telephone numbers or email address so that you can contact them directly. Make a note of these 
for future use with the name and profession of the persons.

News programmes

To find out what is happening in the world and in our country it is important to watch or listen to 
the news every day. Different channels have a different slant on the news and may report different 
events or the same event in a different way. Get into the habit of switching channels every other 
day to see howhow the news is reported and whatwhat the news editor thinks is important.

Local radio

Local radio will give you news from your area. You will be able to find out more about the leaders 
of your community and what they are doing. It is important to make a note of these for future use.

Documentaries

It is always a good idea to keep an eye open for documentaries, particularly those which run for 
longer than half an hour.

     ACTIVITY    

Make a list of the news headlines for three days. Note the dates and the name of the channel. Tick 
those for which you need more information.

List the subjects that are discussed in chat shows and call-in programmes for three days. Note 
the dates and the name of the channel. Tick those for which you need more information.

3.2 Limitations to information from the media
• The news editor decides what important news items are and chooses what topics we will 

see and hear.
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• There is a time constraint and therefore we never hear the full story, only short excerpts of 
news. This also holds true for chat shows or short documentaries where we are sometimes 
frustrated by the superficial content when there is no time to go into details.

• On television the news has to be visual and therefore the content will reflect what looks good 
in pictures.

• Due to competition between the various channels, only the most dramatic news is broadcast.
• There is always a bias in reporting, in the way things are said or seen.

4. INFORMATION FROM NEWSPAPERS AND 
MAGAZINES

Newspapers are an important source of information. You will find more detailed news in most 
serious newspapers. Local newspapers are usually free and give good local news. If you cannot 
afford to buy a newspaper every day then try to get one of the weekend national papers. If you 
are near a library you will be able to access newspapers there. However, you will not be able to 
cut out important articles so you will have to take notes.

Now read the following articles that were taken from two local newspapers, one from Queensburgh 
News in KZN and the others from Rekord in Tshwane in November and December 2008.

Rekord 8 December 2008
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Note the date because it is important. News items go out of date very quickly. For instance, 
figures given for this year will have changed by next year. That is why it is important to use the 
latest news in your essays. Now we will look at each item separately to see how useful they are:

Fight against abuse: Straight TalkFight against abuse: Straight Talk

Sinehlanhle MkhwanziSinehlanhle Mkhwanzi

This is an opinion piece to raise awareness about abuse of women. Who is the 
author hoping to reach by her writing? Her article is addressed mainly to mem-
bers of the community, ‘Stop laughing at women with bruises on their faces or 
bodies and rather help them to � ght abuse’. She is also addressing women who 
are abused, ‘Forget about those expensive gifts he buys you after beating you 
up’. It is a small article but it makes some important observations. Hopefully it 
will begin to change attitudes, which is clearly her motive for writing the piece. 
But how does it help us in our studies?

The author gives a good example where she describes the Grade R pupils of 
Khensani Primary school who took part in the 16 days of activism campaign 
of violence against women and children. This could be used as an example in 
your essay. You could use the article in your lesson to raise awareness amongst 
your learners. However, on its own, the article is not suf� cient and you will 
need more information before it can be used.

Illegal abortions increaseIllegal abortions increase

This article has a picture showing where the police have found foetuses in the 
township. The picture is there to attract the reader’s attention. So what does the 
article tell us? It tells us that illegal abortions are on the increase but gives no 
� gures. So we do not know how great the increase is or whether it is fact or an 
impression. The assumption is that the foetuses are the result of illegal abor-
tions. Note the wording: ‘The indications are…’ In other word, this refers to 
what the police think. They may be right but there are no facts about where the 
foetuses come from. Again the statement is made without backup that: ‘Instead 
of women going to one of the three clinics…they unlawfully terminated their 
pregnancies….’. This may very well be true. In fact, it is worrying enough for 
us to start asking questions. If this happens, why does it happen? According 
to the article, the police think it is misinformation. However, we might look 
further to investigate whether illegal abortions may be driven by the attitude 
of the community or of the staff in the clinics.

A piece of useful information for local people in this article is the name of the 
policeman, Inspector Daniel Mavimbela. He is the person you could contact for 
more information if you lived in the area. The other piece of useful information 
for local ABET students is that the police are visiting the clinics to launch an 
awareness programme for pregnant women.
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Aids under spotlightAids under spotlight

Christina MashobaneChristina Mashobane

This article gives us information about what a group of students are doing about 
HIV/AIDS. It is different from the previous article in that it gives us some fac-
tual information about life expectancy and where we could access additional 
information. It also tells us something more about HIV/AIDS. When looking 
at facts we always have to note the date, because these statistics will change. 
We also have to realise that statistics never give the full picture.

Community backs adult learning programmeCommunity backs adult learning programme

Janey ManningJaney Manning

This article will be interesting to all ABET students. It is a success story about 
ABET classes. For those living in the province there is a name and telephone 
number for a contact person, the Department of Education’s Area Coordinator. 
To use this information in an essay you would need to compare the classes with 
another ABET centre that you know of or have read about.

     ACTIVITY    

Cut out and paste a recent newspaper article. Make sure you have the name and date. Write down 
the important points in the article which you would like to research further.
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4.1 Limitations to information from newspapers
• Although newspapers usually contain more information than the radio and television, they are 

also partial. If the paper is local the news will be confined to what is happening in your area. If 
it is national it will have a broader perspective but will very often lack more personal aspects.

• Newspaper editors are funded by various bodies and therefore restricted in what they publish. 
They can get into trouble if they publish articles that go against the political bias of the owner.

• Newspapers can be sensational because they are in competition with each other and the 
news can be lost in gossip about stars and leaders.

• The information is always partial and needs to be backed up with other information sources.

5. USING THE LIBRARY
All cities, small towns and townships have libraries. For some rural communities there is a mobile 
library service. If you have not done so you should register at your nearest library. You will be 
given a card which you will be able to use at any library in the municipality. Usually when you 
return a book you can also return it to any library in the municipality.

Spend time in the library looking around the book shelves, and at the books and magazines 
so that you know your way around. It is sometimes surprising what you can find just by going 
through a few books.

5.1 Library facilities
Your first and best source of information is the librarian. She or he will be able to show you around, 
help you find what you need and advise you on what is available.

All libraries have a card index where you can look up books by author or title. In addition, most 
libraries will have a computer where you can also look up topics.

6. THE INTERNET
The internet can give you up-to-date information from government departments, large NGOs, the 
United Nations and other organisations. You can look up statistics, topics and the latest news.

If you have a computer connected to the internet you will already know how to use it. If not, most 
small towns and all cities have internet cafés. Usually the person in charge of the café will be 
able to help you access the internet. Following are some simple guidelines for using the internet:

The most popular search engine (a place where you search for anything you want to 
know) is ‘Google’.

When you are on Google you will see a box under which is written ‘search’.

Type in the topic you want to know about.

The more information you put the quicker and more accurate the search will be. So, if you 
are looking for HIV/AIDS you might type ‘HIV/AIDS gov’ (for government) or ‘HIV statistics’.
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Click on ‘google search’.

The screen will then show you a long list of different sites (places) you can go with a 
summary of each.

Click on the one you want and you should get the information you are looking for.

Below is a list of some useful adult education sites on the internet (also called the World Wide Web):

http://ericacve.org

http://www.nifl.gov

http://www.nl.edu/ace

http://www.okstate.edu/ed

http://www/education.unesco.org/educprog/iiep/welcome.htm

http://ncrve.berkeley.edu/default.html

http://www.inspiredinside.com/learning

7. FILING
Once you have your information, whether this be notes from different sources or articles cut out 
from newspapers, it is important to keep it filed so that you can turn easily to any information 
you want. You don’t want to waste time paging through scraps of paper and books to find what 
you are looking for.

7.1 Filing according to categories
First you need to put everything you have on a certain topic together. You should have separate 
files for ABET, health, women, youth, and so on. If you cannot afford to buy files use folded 
cardboard to make files.

The trick is to label everything clearly.

7.2 Filing chronologically (according to date)
Once you have your notes and other resources in categories you need to file each topic accord-
ing to date. Write the date on your notes and make sure you have the dates on any newspaper or 
magazine articles you have. In this way you can make sure you have the most up-to-date material, 
and it will also help you when you come to use this information in your assignments.

8. MAKING NOTES

8.1 Why notes are important
Making notes takes up energy and time, but if you seriously want to understand and remember 
what you have read you have to make written notes. Written notes are important for the following 
reasons:
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• Taking notes forces you to think. This is because you have to decide what to write down and 
how to say it.

• The activity of writing notes pushes you further into the meaning of the text. It helps you 
make sense of what you read.

• Notes help you concentrate on the text and identify the keywords and main ideas.
• If you read without taking notes, even if you have a good memory you are likely to forget 

what you have read, because later reading will give you new ideas that will replace what you 
have already read. Notes are therefore a memory aid.

• Notes help you organise your study material and provide a framework which gives under-
standing to what you are studying.

• Notes give you a basis for writing assignments.
• Notes help you develop a revision system.
• Notes are a permanent record of the sections or chapters you have studied.
• It is an extra investment which adds value to the effort you are making in reading.

8.2 What you need for making notes
It is not a good idea to make notes on scraps of paper because they can so easily be lost or 
muddled. You need to be organised. Buy cheap notebooks and jotters. Divide them into different 
topics or modules. Always have a notebook next to you while you are reading, listening to the 
media, on the internet or in the library.

Making notes from your textbooks/modules and books or pamphlets that you own

Read the section and then read it again.

The second time you read underline or highlight all the important concepts.

As the heading for your notes, write down the name of the module or other reading. Also write 
down the page number so that you can easily return to the text if you need to later when you are 
revising or writing assignments.

Let us look at some of the ways we make notes by reading the following paragraph from an old 
text on managing projects.

People in a community might have many basic needs. They might need job crea-
tion, land reform, housing, water, transport, energy supplies, health care, social 
welfare, security, free basic education career paths. Because South Africa does 
not have enough resources for all the needs of all the people, we need to choose 
which development projects can be started. This is called prioritising; local com-
munities should decide what their most important needs are, what projects to 
start, where the projects should take place, who the target groups should be and 
how the projects should be managed so the programmes meet the needs of the 
people.

Now you are ready to write your notes. Look at what we have underlined and see if you agree 
with us. Now you can begin to think about what you have read and decide what to write down 
for your notes.

If we were writing the notes, we might write them in the following ways:
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First, we wrote out the headings and underneath them the concept.

Second, we looked at the notes and started thinking about our own communities and 
added to the notes (in italics).

8.3 Linear notes
Here you start at the top of the page and work down. You make lots of headings so that when you 
return to your notes you can see immediately your notes are about. Start a new line for each point.

1 Basic needs

1.1 health, water (job creation etc.)

In my community housing, job creation

Ask Mrs Mashele

Umlazi –

You see how you are already beginning to think about what you’re reading?

1.2 Few resources

Too few social workers in my community

Clinic doesn’t have doctors

1.3 Prioritising development projects

Which is most important?

1.5 Community decides

How do I get the community involved, community leaders? Groups? What do people 
think? – examples?

It is important to leave space between your notes so that you can add on as you continue reading.

8.4 Diagrammatic notes or mind maps
Some people call these notes ‘spider notes’ and some people call them mind maps. We have 
called them diagrammatic notes. Whatever you call them, they are a very useful way of making 
notes. In order to make diagrammatic notes, think of a few important ideas and then illustrate 
them in a diagram.
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Put the central or main topic in the middle. Then draw lines out with all the different ideas that 
relate to the topic.

When you make diagrammatic notes, you end up with a skeleton, or just the bare bones of the 
material you are studying. Later you can put flesh on the bones if you need to write an essay 
based on your notes. In fact, creating diagrammatic notes is a very useful way of revising for your 
exam. You could probably reduce each unit in this module to a page of ‘bare bones’ if you make 
a good set of diagrammatic notes.

Diagrammatic notes look like this:

8.5 Writing your own notes
We have given you an example of how we would go about writing notes as we think about the 
text. However, this is an example and it is important that you write what is most helpful to you. 
You are writing for yourselffor yourself, not for an audience. As you continue you may well change the way 
you write up your notes.

     ACTIVITY    

Make notes from the following paragraph, first using the linear method and then a mind map. 
After you have tried both methods decide which is the best for you.

You can see from this that managing a project does not mean that one person forces his or her 
ideas onto the rest of the staff. Rather, it has to do with allowing people to take part in making 
decisions. If the project leader allows staff to join in making decision, the staff will also understand 
that sometimes the project leader needs to have the ‘power’ to exercise some judgement. If the 

Jabu, the shop steward management

Sipho, the

training officer

the trade union

ABET IN INDUSTRY

the learners’ committee
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project leader never lets the staff take part in the decision-making process, the staff may not give 
the manager the support that he or she needs.

8.6 Making notes from borrowed books
If you have borrowed a book from the library or from someone else you will not be able to underline 
or highlight the main ideas. However, you still need to write down the main ideas. Your notes 
may have to be more detailed so that when you return the books you will be able to understand 
what you have written.

It is important to write down the title of the book, the author, and the date the book was published. 
You will find this on the first or second page of the book.

8.7 Making notes from the media
You may want to refer to the media in your essays. We will show you how to refer to this in Unit 4. 
However, for your notes you will need to record the channel or station, name of the programme, 
the date and time, and the name of the presenter. You can look some of this up in the newspaper 
if you miss the beginning of the programme.

Make notes while you are listening. Remember to write down the names of anyone being inter-
viewed. Listen for facts about the subject and possible differing opinions.

Immediately after the programme write up your notes more fully so that you can refer back and 
understand what you have written.

8.8 What to do with your notes
Once you have made your notes how will you use them?

• Keep them in a place where you can easily refer to them
• Organise them according to topics in the module or use your own system
• Use them when you come to write your assignments
• Study them before you write your exams

9. CONCLUSION
We have looked at different sources we can use to access more information. As you use all these 
different human, media and other resources, your studies will be greatly enriched. Making sure 
you make proper notes and keep records will enable you to focus on what is important to your 
studies and your career.

In the next unit we will look more closely at how we analyse and evaluate this information.
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Unit 3
Evaluating academic and popular 

texts

1. INTRODUCTION
When we read a novel we start at the beginning and read through to the end. The plot and characters 
develop as the story continues. A story needs a beginning, middle and end. However, reading a 
newspaper or magazine is different. We choose what article we want to read. We choose what 
is relevant to our lives or what interests us. We may turn first to the sports pages, or read about 
politics or fashion. This unit is about how to make and use these choices when we come to study 
academic texts. All these skills take practise and will save you much time if you persevere with them.

Specific outcome 3Specific outcome 3

Critically evaluate academic and popular written, oral or audiovisual texts for academic 
purposes.

Assessment criteriaAssessment criteria

Pre-reading selection strategies are used to identify most relevant texts/parts, eg skim-
ming, scanning, and use of contents page.

Text marking is used to enhance comprehension, eg underlining, highlighting.

Main points in/ relevance of a text can be summarised, annotated.

Basic critique of a text is rational and coherent, eg qualities of author, intended audience, 
purpose, bias, social and historical context, fact versus opinion, tone.

Own response and relevance of the text to own context can be formulated and supported 
with reasons.

Information from a number of texts can be synthesised and organised.
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2. STRATEGIES FOR IDENTIFYING RELEVANT 
TEXTS

2.1 Using the table of contents and index
When you open a magazine that you are unfamiliar with you may read the table of contents. This 
will direct you to the relevant pages for the article you want to read. In the same way, if you want 
to watch a television programme you may look through the information in the newspaper to see 
the time of the programme. To help you in your studies, the first thing you may do when you open 
a book or magazine is to look at the table of contents. Run your finger down the table and look 
for sections that interest you. Before you start studying your module it is important to know what 
it contains. So the first thing you do when you open your book is to look at the table of contents. 
This gives you a good idea of the topics you will cover in the course.

If you are looking for a specific subject and it is not in the table of contents, before you put the 
book away, turn to the back of the book and look in the index. This will give you a list of subjects 
covered in more detail. It will tell you on what pages you will find your topic. It may be that it is 
dealt with in several chapters.

     ACTIVITY    

Look at the table of contents in your module. Notice the headings and the subheadings for each 
unit. See how they are numbered on the left hand side for easy reference, with the page numbers 
on the right.

2.2 Scanning
Scanning means looking quickly. This helps you find and choose an item quickly. To scan you 
do the following:

You scan a newspaper, book or magazine by looking quickly at the headlines on each 
article or chapter and choose what you read.

You scan an article you have chosen by looking at the subheadings.

You scan a paragraph in the article by reading the first and last sentences of the paragraph. 
This should tell you what it is about and if it is relevant, you skim it.

     ACTIVITY    

Scan the layout of the units in the moduleScan the layout of the units in the module

Once you have read the table of contents and the introduction, page through the first unit.

Next, look at all the headings. This will give you an idea of how the unit is structured and developed. 
You need this when you come to study so that you have an idea of the direction in which you are 
going. Each part leads to the next. There is a progression in the study material.
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Now read through the unit quickly. This will give an idea of how much you already know and how 
much you need to learn.

2.3 Skimming
Skimming is another quick way of finding relevant material so that you don’t waste time reading 
what is unnecessary. With this skill you look quickly down the text to see if there is anything 
relevant on the subject you are studying.

For example, if you write an assignment on HIV/AIDS, you might come across an article on health 
in South Africa. Instead of reading every word, run your finger down the lines looking for the 
words “HIV/AIDS”.

2.4 Underlining and highlighting
Underling or highlighting important words is important when you are studying. If you are using 
your textbook or your own book it is a good idea to underline or highlight words or phrases that 
are important or that you do not understand. You may write notes in the margin next to the words 
you have highlighted. When you return to the text you will see immediately what is important in 
the text or what you did not quite understand.

Once you have highlighted the important words, sentences of phrases, read the text again. This 
time, take your time and look up words you do not understand. This will also be useful when you 
make your notes, write your assignments and/or study for the exams.

After each section stop and think about what you have read.

     ACTIVITY    

Scan the following paragraph by reading the first and last sentences, which will tell you what it 
is about.

Now skim it looking for information about customers.

Highlight (or underline) the important words or phrases.

Nearly all the people on the street are there either to earn money (by selling things or by selling 
their labour as workers in jobs) or to spend money, buying things they need. The sellers have to 
dress respectably and behave in an orderly way in order to attract customers. The buyers have 
to behave well if they want to be served. (The enormous new shopping malls that are being built 
across South Africa are some of the most controlled and orderly places in our society.) The same 
is true in many other business places, such as offices and factories. Because people depend on 
them, either for an income as workers or for buying what they need as customers, they generally 
conform to standards of dress and behave politely and respectably. To put this in another way, 
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we can say that for much of their daily lives people are bound together within market activities, 
which in a modern city tend to be controlled and orderly. Or more briefly, city people’s lives are 
bound together by market forces.

2.5 Reading selected sections from academic 
books and journals

Here is a summary of how to make the most of your reading:

• It is important that you read widely.
• There is no need to read an entire book from cover to cover. To avoid wasting time on ir-

relevant text, skim and scan.
• Look at the title and read the back or inside of the cover, which will usually give some indica-

tion of what the book is about.
• Read the table of contents to see if your topic is dealt with. Turn to those sections.
• If you cannot find your topic look at the back of the book to see if there is an index. This may 

indicate several pages in different sections of the book in which the subject is mentioned.
• When you turn to the relevant section read the first few sentences of the paragraph or read the 

part of section that you think might be helpful. This will often give an indication of whether 
the text will be helpful or not. Read the last few sentences of the paragraph or section. This 
often summarises the argument in the book.

• Now read what is relevant and make notes of the useful information from the text. Do not 
forget to write down the title, author and page number so that you can refer to it again.

     ACTIVITY    

Look again at the paragraph on earning and spending money. Choose one or two ideas you would 
like to find out more about. Go to your library, or if there is no library nearby, see if the local school 
has one. If not you might look in the children’s textbooks. Find our which books might be useful 
to you. Look at the title, summary, table of contents and index. Make notes of anything you find 
useful. Don’t forget to make a note of where you found the information.

3. SUMMARISING AND ANNOTATING
When you write assignments and exams you need to be able to summarise the contents of the 
text you have been studying. To summarise you have to understand the text, and if you have been 
following the suggestions we made in this module so far you should be able to do this. So what is 
a summary? A summary ‘sums up’ the text. In other words, it briefly tells us what the text is about.

It is not a copy of parts of the text but should be written in your own words.

Before you write a summary:

• Read the text through several times.
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• Underline or highlight the important words or concept.
• Think about what the text is saying.

As an example, we will have another look at the paragraph on earning and spending money and 
then summarise it. Notice the words we have highlighted. In your summary, you may highlight 
or underline different words.

Earning and spending moneyEarning and spending money

Nearly all the people on the street are there either to earn moneyearn money (by selling things or by selling 
their labour as workers in jobs) or to spend moneyspend money, buying things they need. The sellers have to 
dress respectablydress respectably and behave in an orderly way in order to attract customers. The buyers have 
to behave wellbehave well if they want to be served. (The enormous new shopping malls that are being built 
across South Africa are some of the most controlled and orderly places in our society.) The same 
is true in many other business places, such as offices and factories. Because people depend people depend 
on themon them, either for an income as workersincome as workers, or for buying what they needbuying what they need as customers, they 
generally conform to standards of dress and behaveconform to standards of dress and behave politely and respectably. To put this 
in another way, we can say that for much of their daily lives people are bound together within bound together within 
market activitiesmarket activities, which in a modern city tend to be controlled and orderly. Or more briefly, city 
people’s lives are bound together by market forcesbound together by market forces.

Before writing a summary you need to ask yourself what this text is about. If you look at the words 
in bold you will see that the keywords are buying and selling and conforming to standards, as 
well as a definition of market forces.

If we were to write a summary of the text it might look something like this:

Buyers and sellers on the street are there to earn through selling goods or their skills, 
or to spend money. This means to attract custom they have to conform to respectable 
standards of dress and good behaviour, or they would not be able to buy or sell their 
goods. It is therefore market activities (market forces) which bind them together.

Another more concise way of writing it would be to start at the end and write a definition of market 
forces like this:

Market forces bind people together in the streets as they have to conform to certain 
standards of behaviour and dress in order to buy or sell or goods or to sell their skills.

A good summary is:

• short and to the point
• covers all the relevant parts of the text
• is easily understood by the writer or reader

     ACTIVITY    

Read the following passage and underline the important words or phrases.

Holding interviews with community members, organisations and other relevant Holding interviews with community members, organisations and other relevant 
stakeholdersstakeholders

Speaking (or interviewing community members) is usually one of the most useful ways of col-
lecting information about your community, especially if it is a rural community. This is because 
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rural communities are usually more close-knit than urban communities and people tend to know 
a lot about one another. Interviewing the members of your community is also useful because 
it gives you the opportunity to network (exchange information with a group of people) better. 
Networking is one way of meeting people (like the chiefs) who can give you permission to run 
projects. Networking will also enable you to make contact with people who could support you 
and help with the project. So interviewing not only helps you to collect much information about 
the community, it also helps you to make contact with people who can assist with the project.

Summarise the passage.

Now read your summary and see if you can shorten it without losing the main points.

When you come to study for the exams it is a good idea to make a summary of your notes and 
other articles you may have gathered. Write the topic at the top of the paper and use headings to 
bring all the information together.

4. BASIC CRITIQUE OF A TEXT
To critique is to question the importance and relevance of a text. We do this by asking questions 
of the text. We have already looked at the way we make judgements about other people. Let’s 
look again at one of the judgemental statements people make:

Young women in the townships get pregnant so that they can claim child benefit. They 
use the money to buy things for themselves.

Now if this statement is made to you there are a few questions you need to ask yourself before 
you take it seriously.

4.1 Questions to ask

Who is making the statement?Who is making the statement? Is it someone who is working and resents 
people on benefit? Is it a man who thinks 
that women should not get the money? 
Is it a married woman who is prejudiced 
against single mothers?
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What experience or proof does the What experience or proof does the 
speaker have?speaker have?

How many young pregnant mothers who 
claim benefit does the speaker know? Is 
it hearsay or is it from the newspapers or 
from research that has been done?

Why is the person saying this?Why is the person saying this? Does the speaker want to change your at-
titude to mothers claiming benefit?

Who is the person speaking to?Who is the person speaking to? Is it a group of people who all think the 
same? Is it a group of young people who 
are being warned not to do this?

If the speaker has proof, when did he If the speaker has proof, when did he 
or she get it?or she get it?

Was it recently, last year, or when child 
support grants were first made?

What is the tone of voice?What is the tone of voice? Is the speaker angry or prejudiced?

Only when you have thought about these questions can you begin to weigh up whether this person 
is worth listening to or whether you want further proof.

In the same way when we watch television or listen to the radio we need to think about the bias 
(strongly for or against something) of the speaker. We show our bias when we listen to politi-
cians. If we belong to their party we agree with them. If we belong to a different party we criticise 
them. In our academic work we learn to question everything, even when we may first agree with 
what the author is saying – as we should all politicians, even when they are from our own party.

Most academic writers aim to be objective – that is, to not be influenced by personal feelings 
– but this is not really possible. What we choose to write and how we write it are all personal 
choices. So when you read an academic book you still need to ask questions and not take the 
content for granted as all the truth. The questions in the case of academic writing are quite similar 
to the ones above.

Who is the author?Who is the author? Is the author a man or a woman? For ex-
ample, if it is a man writing about women’s 
issues you will have more questions to ask 
about the intention of the work. Similarly, 
if it is a white person writing about black 
problems or a university professor writing 
about rural areas, you may wonder about 
the author’s intentions.

What are the author’s credentials?What are the author’s credentials? You will usually find a short description of 
the author on the back cover or the inside 
page. Has the author studied the topic? 
Has he or she had experience of the topic? 
What research has the author done?
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 Who is the intended audience?Who is the intended audience? Is the text written for learners at school, 
university or for a wider public?

What is the purpose of writing this What is the purpose of writing this 
book/article?book/article?

Does the author want to change your 
mind? Is it to raise your awareness?

What is the social and historical What is the social and historical 
context?context?

In what year was this book/article written? 
What was happening at the time? Where 
was it written?

Are these facts or is it the person’s Are these facts or is it the person’s 
opinion?opinion?

Are the facts presented? Is there more than 
one opinion described, or is simply what 
the author thinks?

What is the tone (mood) of the What is the tone (mood) of the 
article?article?

Is the tone angry or calm? Look at the 
words used. Words such as disgraceful, 
bitter, and so on show anger. Other words 
such as hopeful, exciting and so on show 
a more positive mood. What we need to 
look for is a balance of mood.

     ACTIVITY    

Read the following section from an article in Harper’s magazine/December 2008 by Breyten 
Breytenbach, an Afrikaner poet who served seven years in South African prisons for his anti-
apartheid activities. It is written as an open letter to Nelson Mandela. (Of course to critique it 
properly you would need to read the whole article. However, this section gives you some idea of 
how and what he writes.)

I am writing of where we are now, in 2008.

Recently, I had the occasion to spend some time in South Africa. I don’t get to go there 
very often any more, and I realise the extent to which I’m no longer able to “READ” the 
environment instinctively. I’ve lost touch, maybe because the surface is so often slick with 
blood. I also realise that, like so many others, I’ve become conditioned by expectations 
of the worst. The seemingly never-ending parade of corrupt clowns in power at all levels, 
their inconsequence and indifference, indeed their arrogance as historic victors drunkenly 
driven by a culture of entitlement, the sense of impending horror in the air because of the 
violence and the cruelty with which crimes are committed, to be tortured and killed for a 
cell phone or a few coins – one becomes paranoid. …

…I come across a report on school violence, from Johannesburg, produced by the South 
African Human Rights Commission (SAHRC). Games such as ‘hit me, hit me’ and ‘rape me, 
rape me’ in which schoolchildren chase each other and pretend to hit or rape each other,
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are being played in our schools, it says. The commission heard from Community Ac-
tion towards a Safe Environment (CASE) the ‘the game demonstrates the extent and level 
to which brutalisation of the youth has reached, and how endemic sexual violence has 
become in South Africa’.

Who is the author?Who is the author?

What are the author’s credentials?What are the author’s credentials?

Who is the intended audience?Who is the intended audience?

What is the purpose of writing this book/article?What is the purpose of writing this book/article?

What is the social and historical context?What is the social and historical context?

Are these facts or is it the person’s opinion?Are these facts or is it the person’s opinion?

What is the tone (mood) of the article?What is the tone (mood) of the article?

Only when you have answered these questions can you begin to respond to the article and the 
author’s views or ideas.

4.2 Responding to the text
Before you respond to a text it is a good idea to think about your own context. Who am I? What 
sort of community do I live in? What are the values and beliefs of my community? What are my 
own values and beliefs?

Why is this important? It is too easy to dismiss something because it does not conform to your 
own beliefs. For example, if you are Christian and read something written by someone who does 
not believe in the same principles, you might ignore what is written. If you are a man, you might 
say that something a woman says is exaggerated because women are so emotional. So before 
you agree or disagree or react to a text, think about your own situation. The young dismiss what 
is written by the old, and the old by the young. In these days of xenophobia (hatred of people 
from other countries) we may dismiss what is written by people from other countries.

     ACTIVITY    

Who am I? Write a few sentences about yourself. Include things such as your name and situation; 
your age and community; your beliefs and values, and those of your community; those things 
that you find difficult to accept in the community and why you find them difficult.
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Now that we understand who we are we can begin to relate to the text and measure whether it is 
useful to us or not. To do this we need to ask the following questions:

• Is this relevant to what I am studying?
• Does it help me know more about ABET, or will it help me as an ABET facilitator?
• How do I feel about the text? Is it true or false or exaggerated?
• What is my own experience?
• Can I give examples to support or refute (disagree) with the text?

4.3 The difference between fact and opinion
The difference between fact and opinion has to do with proof. This will be clearer if we look at a 
few statements. As you read them decide whether they are fact or opinion.

(1) Zandele is sixteen and her boyfriend is twenty-three.
(2) I have seen many young girls in my area who go out with older men.
(3) There are ten young girls in my area who go out with older men.
(4) Young girls like older men.
(5) A survey in local schools showed that 60% of girls writing Matric had boyfriends over twenty.

I’m sure you could tell the difference.

Statements 1, 3 and 5 are facts either observed by the speaker or from a survey.

Statements 2 and 4 are the opinion of the speaker or writer. In number 2 we don’t know what is 
meant by many. Is it 5 or 20? Is it is easy to be mislead by what you see unless you do some 
research. Statement 4 is clearly an opinion. There are no facts shown.

An opinion can be true or false. It needs facts and research to back it up. When you are writing 
you must be clear in your own mind whether you are giving your opinion or writing about facts. 
If you are giving your opinion then give examples to back it up.

Now let’s look at the article by Breyten Breytenbach and see how we can respond to it.

It’s clearly an emotional and angry piece of writing. For example, he writes of “corrupt clowns” 
and “arrogance”, both emotional words. Does this mean we have to ignore it? Not necessarily.

We can best respond by dividing the text up into smaller sections, looking first at what he says 
about officials.

He writes of corruption and indifference. This is his opinionopinion. He does not back it up with examples. 
It may or may not be true, but is his opinion helpful in your studies?

Think about your experience of dealing with officials. What happens in your community when, 
for example, pensioners go to collect their pension. Are there problems? What are the problems? 
How does this affect your community? What have you read in the newspapers or heard on the 
media? Is this relevant to your studies as an ABET practitioner? It could be.

You may agree or disagree, but when writing about your community you could use examples 
of how corruption or honesty amongst the officials affects life in the community. When writing 
about a project there may have been problems with officials or they may have been particularly 
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helpful. By using examples from your experience you can prove or disprove his opinion. So you 
can use someone’s opinion as a starting point for further discussion.

You could begin a paragraph with the following:

In Breytenbach’s opinion … In my experience … … (and describe your experience either 
for or against).

You may decide that Breytenbach’s opinion is not relevant to your studies, but it may be helpful 
in a discussion in your lessons.

Now if we look at the second paragraph, there is a different tone. The theme here is violence in 
society. Breytenbach brings factsfacts to bear on his opinion about violence in the country. He quotes 
a report by the SAHRC and CASE.

Before you can use this information, however, you have to ask yourself whether this information 
will help you in your studies. It may do if you are writing an assignment on youth or attitudes 
towards women. The second question you need to ask yourself is whether you have had any 
experience of children acting out violence in your community.

If you think it would be useful you may need a few more factsfacts. How widespread are these play-
ground games? Do they happen only in certain areas? What ages are the children? You may think 
of other questions you may want to ask.

You could begin a paragraph with the following:

Breyten Breytenbach quotes a study by the SAHRC and CASE which found that … … In 
my experience, violence amongst the youth … …… ….

4.4 A warning about facts
We have written about the difference between opinion and facts as if facts give us the whole truth. 
Of course this is not so. That is why we have to ask more questions.

Research is done one year and is published some time after it has been done. By the time the 
research is published it is already out of date. That does not mean we should dismiss it. Facts 
give us a ground on which to build our ideas.
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     ACTIVITY    

Read the following article from the Pretoria News July 2008.

Source:Source: Pretoria News, Friday July 18 2008.
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Write down some of the facts as presented in the article.

Remember to consider who is presenting these statistics. Is it in their interests to show growth 
in as good a light as possible? By the time you read this article, the situation will have changed. 
How do think it has changed?

Now write down what you have observed of the situation in your own community.
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Finally ask yourself: Has this changed my way of looking at my community and how has it changed 
my thinking? In other words, am I open to new ideas?

Once you have been able to evaluate the usefulness of different sources you may want to combine 
several different sources in your assignment.

When you evaluate you have to think about what you are reading before you can use it in your 
writing.

4.5 Writing frames
A friend who lives in the United Kingdom who helps students with study skills sent me these 
writing frames which may help you both in writing notes and writing assignments. If you have 
access to the internet these writing frames can be found on http://www.susqtown.org/byer/
New%2Reading%20Themes/

These writing frames are useful as they give you an outline so that you are able to organise your 
thoughts and references.

WRITING FRAME for OPINIONS  (use the statements which are appropriate or adapt WRITING FRAME for OPINIONS  (use the statements which are appropriate or adapt 
your own)your own)

In my opinion ........................................................................................................................

One reason I give for this is that  ..........................................................................................

For instance when  ............................................ then  ...........................................................

Or an example of this is  .......................................................................................................

Another reason that I feel  .....................................................................................................

In addition, sometimes  .........................................................................................................

Therefore, it can be seen that  ...............................................................................................

In the next section we will look at writing frames for discussion using different sources.
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5. USING AND CONNECTING DIFFERENT TEXTS
We have already talked about organising your notes and different sources so that you can easily 
look things up. When you reach this level of study you will be expected to make the connections 
between different aspects of the work you are doing. For example, if you are writing about health 
you need to do more than simply repeat the unit on health.

Look at these quotes from different sections of the Contextual Studies Module.

On rural communities

Of the people in rural households responsible for health (usually one of the adults in the 
household), 27% have had no formal schooling, 23% have Standard 3, 18% have Stand-
ard 3, 18% have Standard 4 or 5, 25% have Standard 6,7, 8 or 9, and only 4% have Matric. 
Only about 3% have post-Matric qualifications (CASE 1995a:vii) (Page 17)

On informal settlements

Most informal settlements do not have properly built houses with proper services, such as 
tap water and water-borne sewerage. (Page57/58)

On youth

The youth in squatter camps are short of all resources.

Of Africa youth in general

20% live in shacks.

36% have access to running water.

47% have access to electricity.

Many young women are marginalised by unplanned pregnancies, which remove them from 
education and work. (Page 130)

On women

The working day of a rural woman is described on page 94.

For an assignment on health you need to think about how the statements above relate to health. 
In other words you have to make the connections between different parts of your study material. If 
you are using your textbook the easiest way to do this is to make notes in the margin, for example, 
see page 94 for rural women and on page 94 you would refer back to the previous page (e.g. see 
page 77 on education and health and rural women).

Similarly when you have cut an article out of the newspaper you can refer to it in the margin of 
your textbook or in your notes.

When you write your assignments you need to bring all these different sources you have gathered 
together.
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5.1 Using different sources in your writing
When you are using different sources you can either quote a source directly or rewrite the main 
idea in your own words.

When referring to a text in your own words, it may look like this:

According to Breytenbach, a CASE study showed that schoolchildren played at rape 
and fighting.

If you are quoting directly you would write:

Breytenbach quotes a CASE study in which “Games such as ‘hit me, hit me’ and ‘rape 
me, rape me’ in which schoolchildren chase each other and then pretend to hit or rape 
each other, are being played in South African schools.”

Always use quotation marks when you are quoting directly and keep the quotations Always use quotation marks when you are quoting directly and keep the quotations 
short – a maximum of ten lines.short – a maximum of ten lines.

5.2 Using one source
You will see from what we have already written so far that when you use other sources it is not 
enough simply to quote them. It is also not enough to say ‘I agree’ or ‘I disagree’. Rather, you 
will use different sources as examples to substantiate your writing. We will begin with using one 
source. When you have decided to use a source in a paragraph you should do the following:

Introduce the topicIntroduce the topic — say what you are discussing in this paragraph.

Quote the sourceQuote the source – say what the author says.

Say what you think about itSay what you think about it – do you agree or disagree?

Use another exampleUse another example – back up your opinion with an example from your experience.

Conclusion – Conclusion – sum up the main points.

Look at the following example where the subject is children and violence:

Introduction In South Africa children seem to be exposed to violence 
from a very young age. So much so that it appears to enter 
their play.

The source Breytenbach quotes a study in which  ................................

Your opinion If this is common in schools it is a worrying trend because 
it shows  ............................................................................

Example I have noticed that young children in my neighbourhood 
play at hijacking  ................................................................

Conclusion It seems clear therefore that violence  ................................
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Notice here that the source is an addition to your discussion. It supports the main point. You 
can also support your main point by disagreeing with the writer. For instance your discussion 
could go like this:

Introduction South African children are exposed to violence at a very 
young age. This is a fact of life that they have to come to 
terms with.

The source Breytenbach quotes a study in which  ...............................

Your opinion He does not show how common this is and one would 
hold the school responsible. After all children have 
always fought in their play.

Example In my experience as a teacher playing out violence in the 
playground helps children act out their concerns.

Conclusion It would appear that despite Breytenbach’s concerns,
........................................................................................ .

     ACTIVITY    

Read again the first paragraph from Breytenbach’s article above and use it to write about corrup-
tion. First agree and then disagree.

Agree with the sourceAgree with the source

Introduction

The source

Your opinion

Example

Conclusion
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Disagree with the sourceDisagree with the source

Introduction

The source

Your opinion

Example

Conclusion

5.3 Using several sources
We may want to use several sources. This may be because several writers making the same 
point add to providing proof in your discussion. It may be that several sources disagree and you 
need to present both arguments and then come to a conclusion yourself. In this case the format 
will remain the same but with additions. You may use several paragraphs, especially if you are 
presenting two different points of view.

Introduce the topicIntroduce the topic — say what you are discussing in this paragraph.

Quote the first sourceQuote the first source – say what the author says.

Comment on itComment on it – is this fact or opinion, where does it come from?

Quote the second sourceQuote the second source – what does the author say?

Comment on itComment on it – is this fact or opinion, where does it come from?

Say what you think about itSay what you think about it – do you agree or disagree? Say why.

Use another exampleUse another example – back up your opinion with an example from your experience.

ConclusionConclusion – sum up the main points.
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Example

Introduction

First source

Comment

Second source

Comment

What I think

Example

Conclusion

Another way of setting it out is to make use of the following writing frames.

WRITING FRAME for EXPLAINING a POINT (with evidence)WRITING FRAME for EXPLAINING a POINT (with evidence)

STATE STATE the point you are making

I wish to make the point that

EXPLAINEXPLAIN the point

This means that

EVIDENCEEVIDENCE for the point from research or reference from a textbook

One thing which proves the point is  .....................................................................................

Another thing which shows this is   ......................................................................................

SUM UPSUM UP the point you have made

Therefore it can be said that   ................................................................................................
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WRITING FRAME for DISCUSSIONWRITING FRAME for DISCUSSION

There is a lot of discussion whether  .....................................................................................

The people who agree with this idea, such as   ...........................  claim that  .......................

They also argue that  .............................................................................................................

A further point they make is that  ..........................................................................................

However there are also strong arguments against this view. 
.......................................................................................................................  believe that

They say that  ........................................................................................................................

After looking at these points of view and the evidence of them I think that  ..........................

6. CONCLUSION
Being able to respond properly to academic texts is an important part of study. We have seen 
how you need to look carefully at what you read, think about it, and be able to critique it. In the 
following unit we will consider numbers and statistics and how to read them.

Remember: the purpose of study isRemember: the purpose of study is

• to think about what you already know
• name what you know
• ask questions about what you think you know
• build on your knowledge so that you learn new things
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Unit 4
Using graphs and statistics

1. INTRODUCTION
We use numbers all the time in our everyday lives. We use numbers in street numbers, money, 
recipes, and any number of different ways. We use them without thinking about them. We may 
watch the weather report on television to find out tomorrow’s temperature or we may look up the 
results of a soccer match in the newspaper.

We also compare numbers in our daily lives.

What were the results of the matric exam? How did my child do compared to the rest of the 
class? What average mark did I get in my assignments for the year? When we have many facts 
and numbers that we want to use we call these data. In this unit we will be looking at ways of 
presenting data and how to read these.

What are you supposed to do with all these numbers? Should you be able to remember them if 
someone asks you?

The answer is – no. You need to take in the general idea of how big or small the numbers are; you 
can always come back to the unit to check them if you need to know exact numbers.

Specific outcome 4Specific outcome 4

Interpret and use data in graphic or statistical forms.

Assessment criteriaAssessment criteria

Graphic representations of information can be interpreted and explained, e.g. charts, 
graphs, tables.

Relevant symbols and units of measurement are used accurately, e.g.

  @,+ve,-ve,>,<.

Simple sets of statistics can be represented graphically, e.g. bar graph, pie chart.

Ideas and information can be represented graphically.

Basic statistical terms are used appropriately, e.g. mean (average), norm, median, mode, 
range (distribution), norm-referenced, criterion-referenced.
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2. TABLES
The most common and simplest way of presenting information is in the form of tables.

Look at the table below, which reports on research done in 1995 on poverty among children. (Please 
note the figures would be different today.) The first column tells us that the research was done in 
provinces in South Africa. The second column gives us the number of children in each province.

Provinces: Poverty among childrenProvinces: Poverty among children

ProvinceProvince Number of poor childrenNumber of poor children

Western Cape

Northern Cape

Eastern Cape KwaZulu/
Natal

Free State

Mpumalanga

Limpopo

North West

Gauteng

  276 138

  130 048

2 182 949

2 159 992

  635 735

  636 157

1 923 925

  585 890

  555 426

TOTALTOTAL 9 086 260

Source:Source: Gelderblom and McKay (1995)

From the figures you will see that the Northern Province has the least number of children living 
in poverty and the Eastern Cape the highest. However, we know that the Northern Province also 
has a low population. Therefore we need more information before we can obtain a better idea of 
what is happening in the country. If we add the percentagepercentage of children living in poverty in each 
of the provinces, the picture changes. Look at the third column below. Now we can see that the 
Western Cape has the lowest number of children living in poverty and Limpopo the highest. This 
gives us a better picture of what is happening in this country.
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Provinces: Poverty among childrenProvinces: Poverty among children

ProvinceProvince Number of poor Number of poor 
childrenchildren

% of children % of children 
living in povertyliving in poverty

Western Cape

Northern Cape

Eastern Cape KwaZulu/
Natal

Free State

Mpumalanga

Limpopo

North West

Gauteng

  276 138

  130 048

2 182 949

2 159 992

  635 735

  636 157

1 923 925

  585 890

  555 426

22,2%

52,4%

70,2%

55,9%

57,1%

52,1%

74,1%

49,2%

24,7%

TOTALTOTAL 9 086 260 54,0%

Source:Source: Gelderblom and McKay (1995)

This gives us a little more information. The final column gives us the same information as the 
first, but in percentages. This makes it easier to read and understand.

Provinces: Poverty among childrenProvinces: Poverty among children

ProvinceProvince Number of poor Number of poor 
childrenchildren

% of children % of children 
living in povertyliving in poverty

Share of total Share of total 
poor childrenpoor children

Western Cape

Northern Cape

Eastern Cape

KwaZulu/Natal

Free State

Mpumalanga

Limpopo

North West

Gauteng

  276 138

 130 048

2 182 949

2 159 992

  635 735

  636 157

1 923 925

 585 890

  555 426

22,2%

52,4%

70,2%

55,9%

57,1%

52,1%

74,1%

49,2%

24,7%

 3,0%

 1,4%

 24,0%

 23,8%

 7,0%

 7,0%

 21,2%

 6,4%

 6,1%

TOTALTOTAL 9 086 260 54,0%  100,0%

Source:Source: Gelderblom and McKay (1995)
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On the next page is a table from Orkin showing the type of dwelling by province. This is a larger 
table with numbers instead of percentages.

     ACTIVITY    

You have been approached by an international organisation which wants to help with housing 
in the country. They want to know where the greatest need is. The table below shows there is a 
shortage of housing in the country.

Study the table and answer the following:

  Which province would you suggest should be targeted and why?

  Which type of housing would you advise be built?

   In which community, rural, urban or semi-urban, do you think houses should be 
built?

  What other information would like before you advise the organisation?
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If we illustrated the numbers you would probably be able to understand them better, but first we 
must explain how these illustrations work.

3. PIE CHARTS
Sometimes we will use pie charts to illustrate some of the numbers we discuss. We call these 
pie charts because they look like pies. Each slice of the pie represents one of the things we are 
discussing. For example, if you look at the pie chart below, you will see that we show the various 
levels of education of household members in rural areas (who are responsible for health care in 
their homes).

These graphs are useful because they show us which categories or slices are bigger or smaller 
than others. The bigger the slice, the bigger the percentage. A simple pie chart looks as follows:

4. Population of Xhugxwala % literate & illiterate4. Population of Xhugxwala % literate & illiterate

As we include more information, so there are more slices of the pie. The pie chart below shows the 
level of formal education for rural households who are responsible for health care in South Africa.

4. People in rural households responsible for health care: level of f4. People in rural households responsible for health care: level of f
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Do you agree that it is easier to understand percentages in picture form rather than to just read a 
whole list of numbers? One quick look at the picture shows us immediately the largest category, 
the smallest, and those in-between. In other words, we can see things in proportion to each other.

Do you agree with our statement above that graphical presentationgraphical presentation of information (i.e. in the 
form of graphs or pie charts) is easier to understand?

     ACTIVITY    

Look at the pie chart below and find the answers to these questions:

(1) What percentage of South African youth was born in rural areas?
(2) Were about one in three born in the smaller towns?
(3) Do less than a quarter of youth live in cities?

4. Place of birth4. Place of birth

(1) The percentage born in rural areas is 44%.
(2) We see that 32% were born in the smaller towns. This is very nearly one in three, so the 

answer to question 2 is ‘yes’.
(3) Twenty-three percent of youth were born in cities. Since a quarter is the same as 25%, 23% 

is less than a quarter. So the answer to question 3 is ‘yes’. And the correct answer to item 
2 of the quiz is ‘true ’.
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A further pie chart shows us the composition of South African youth by racial groups.

Composition of South African youth by racial groupComposition of South African youth by racial group

The chart tells us the percentage of South African youth who are African, coloured, Asian or white. 
You can see straight away that the smallest slice is the Asian slice. This is just three percent (3%) 
of the total pie.1 In other words three in every hundred young South Africans are Asian. Looking 
at the rest of the pie chart in the same way, we can see that nine in every hundred young South 
Africans are coloured, twelve are white, and seventy-six are African.

This pie chart tells us that the percentage of Africans is 76%, so the figure of 90% given in item 
1 of the quiz in section 1 is too high. The correct answer to item 1 of the quiz is therefore ‘False ’.

Seventy-six percent is very close to three-quarters, as you can see by looking at the pie. This 
means that three-quarters of nearly eleven million young South Africans are African. (You do 
not need to be able to work out in your head what this comes to.) In fact there are over 8 million 
African youth, about 1 ¼ million white, 1 million coloured and just over ¼ million Asian.

     ACTIVITY    

Read the information below about the poverty gap in South Africa and draw a pie chart showing 
the provincial shares of the poverty gap.

The poverty gapThe poverty gap

Another way of measuring poverty is by measuring the poverty gap. The poverty gap is a measure 
of the depth or degree of poverty. The poverty gap shows how far households fall below the poverty 
line. The gap is of great importance since it gives governments an indication of the amount of 
money that is needed to enable poor households to survive.

A comprehensive Poverty and Inequality Report (PIR) has recently been completed with DFID 
funding for the Office of the Deputy President. The PIR analysis shows the following:

1 % is a quick way of writing ‘percent’.
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Poverty and inequality in South AfricaPoverty and inequality in South Africa

• Fifty percent of the population is defined as poor using a South African poverty line equivalent 
to about $2.40 per person per day.

• Poverty is mainly rural – 72% of the poor live in rural areas, and 71% of the rural population 
are poor (compared to 28% in urban areas).

• Sixty-one percent of black people are estimated to be poor, compared to 38% coloured, 5% 
Indian and 1% white.

• Of female-headed households, 60% are poor.
• South Africa’s income inequality is among the highest in the world. The poorest 20% receive 

3,3% of income, while the richest 10% receive 47,3%. Incomes per head in the richest province 
(Gauteng) are six times greater than those in the poorest (Northern Province).

• Poverty is severest in those provinces containing the former homelands, as illustrated by the 
pie-chart below. This chart shows the provincial distribution of the “poverty gap”, a combined 
measure of the numbers in poverty and their depth below the poverty line.

• The percentages for each province are as follows: Gauteng 6%, Western Cape 4%, Northern 
Cape 1%, Eastern Cape 24%, KwaZulu-Natal 21%, Free State 9%, Mpumalanga 9%, Limpopo 
18% and North West 9%.

Draw a Pie chart which indicates levels of provincial poverty sharesDraw a Pie chart which indicates levels of provincial poverty shares
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4. BAR CHARTS
The ‘bar chart’ is a different kind of chart.

Below the chart, the key tells you what the shading of each bar means. For example, the bars with 
the straight horizontal lines tell you the percentage of young people who completed secondary 
schooling.

• The first group of bars tell us about African youth. We see that the bar reaches just above 
40%. This means that just over 40% of African youth completed their secondary schooling.

• Next to this is another bar telling us that 40% of African youth reached junior secondary level.
• Next to that is a shorter bar telling us that over 10% of African youth (actually 14%) only 

reached Standard 5.
• Over to the right is an even shorter bar showing that only about 5% of African youth have 

a degree or diploma.
• On the left is a very short bar telling us that about 1% did not have any schooling at all.
• With the next groups of bars, we can see that a slightly larger percentage of coloured youth 

completed secondary school, and also a slightly larger percentage have a degree or diploma.

     ACTIVITY    

Now try reading the bar chart for yourself.

(1) What percentage of Asian youth has a degree or diploma?
(2) What percentage of white youth has only reached junior secondary level?

• When we come to the bars for Asian youth we see that nearly 10% have a degree or 
diploma, and about 65% completed secondary school.

• Just over 20% of white youth have only reached junior secondary level. But none at all 
stopped before completing Standard 5. About 17% have a degree or diploma.
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We should bear in mind that youth with degrees and diplomas have also completed their 
secondary schooling. So we can add together the dotted and the pale column to give the 
total percentage that have completed secondary schooling. (Since the bar chart does not 
give the actual figures, we will guess them by looking carefully at the length of the bars.)

• For white youth this means adding about 17% to about 57%, which makes about 75%.
• For Asians we add about 9% to about 65%, which also makes about 75%. This is very 

close to three-quarters. So about three-quarters of Asian and white youth have completed 
secondary school.

• To do the same for African youth, we have to add about 5% to about 41%, which makes 
about 46%. This is less than half. In other words, less than half of African youth have 
completed secondary school.

Looking now at the bar chart as a whole, we can see that a very large number of African and col-
oured youth have not completed their secondary schooling. This is a serious problem for South 
Africa, socially as well as economically.

The second bar chart is slightly different. You will notice that the columns are single but that they 
are divided into four different sections.

     ACTIVITY    

Try answering the following questions from the chart.

(1) Which race has the largest proportions of ‘marginalised’ and ‘lost’ youth?
(2) Are there big differences between races in the number of ‘at risk’ youth?
(3) Is marginalisation of youth a problem that affects only some races?

(1) A least 1 African youth in 3 is ‘marginalised’ or ‘lost’. It is hardly surprising that African youth 
are the most marginalised, since they suffer the most deprivation.

(2) However, the percentage of youth ‘at risk’ is very similar for each race.
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(3) More than half the youth of all races are affected by some degree of marginalisation. So this 
is a problem which affects all races.

A bar chart can give as much information as a table. The following bar chart shows the distribution 
of the population by both gender and province. Compare this to the pie chart which you drew above.

Sometimes bar charts can be pictorially represented to make them more interesting to look at. 
The chart below reports on housing in South Africa. Compare it with the table on housing above.

The types of houses that people dwell in are good indicators of people’s quality of life and of levels 
of poverty. The 1996 census indicates that more than half of the households in South Africa live 
in formal dwellings, but that nearly half of the households in the Eastern Cape live in traditional 
dwellings made of traditional materials such as animal dung, mud and also corrugated iron. In 
the same province, approximately 30% of the households do not have any toilet facilities and the 
majority of the households use wood and paraffin for heating.
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5. THE GRAPH
Another common way of depicting numbers and percentages is through graphs. You will some-
times find them in the business section of the newspapers. In the graph below the left hand line 
shows the percentage of people who own televisions, telephones and computers in the popula-
tion of Gauteng. 
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The left hand side indicates the percentage.

The bottom line provides the progress during the years from 1984 to 2009.

You will notice how the lines gradually rise and it is easy to see the progress over the years.

6. COMPARING DIFFERENT CHARTS
Although charts come in several different forms, they can be easily read when you understand 
the basic form. Study the different charts below and notice how they differ according to the 
information they want to convey.

Age distribution of populations in countries with different fertility patterns, 1990

Education for girls and women is an important factor in reducing infant mortality rates. The above 
table indicates the relationship between maternal education and child mortality for a group of 
seven countries. It shows that:

• The child of a Zambian mother with a primary school education has a 25% higher chance 
of survival than the mother with no education.

• Mortality rates for the children of Ghanaian mothers with no education are twice as high as 
those for children of mothers with a middle school education.

• In the Philippines, maternal primary education reduces the risk of child mortality by half, 
and secondary education by a factor of three (Oxfam 2000:21).

The life expectancy in developing countries is lower than that of developed countries. The main 
killers in the developing world are infectious and parasitic diseases, malaria, nutritional anaemia, 
chronic eye infection and AIDS.
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The chart below indicates child mortality rates according to mother’s education levels: selected 
countries, 1995.

Compare the following statistics and by gender:
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In the table, the first four regions are developing regions; and they have a lower life expectancy 
than the last three developed regions. Generally, women seem to outlive men, regardless of how 
developed the country is. In general, women can expect to live six to seven years longer than 
their male counterparts. What is the life expectancy of South Africans?

The following two tables show the age distribution of two groups of South Africans – Africans 
and whites – by gender. The racial differences in life expectancy reflect differences in wealth, 
living conditions and access to healthcare, education and other social services. Where people 
have access to these, they generally tend to live longer.
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Do you see how different charts and graphs are used to show different types of statistics? Some 
are complicated and others very simple to read. As you continue the course you will find reading 
them much easier.

7. SIGNS AND SYMBOLS
There are various signs and symbols that are necessary to know so that you can understand what 
you are looking at. Some of these are the following:

@ You will be familiar with this if you are used to emails. The symbol @ is a short way 
of writing ‘at’. So an email address could look like this: johnnx@telkomsa.nert which 
means that Mr. N.X. John’s email address is @ (at) Telkom.

+ve and –ve+ve and –ve These are the symbols for positive and negative. For example, the economic 
growth in Gauteng is +ve, while that in the Northern Cape is –ve. In a graph everything 
above the horizontal line is +ve and that below the line is –ve.

> <> < > means greater than and < means less than.

8. BASIC STATISTICAL TERMS
As you continue your studies and read more widely you will come across different terms in 
statistics. Below are some of the more common definitions and explanations of these terms.

8.1 What are statistics?

StatisticsStatistics

Statistics is the collection, classification, description and interpretation of numerical 
quantitative data. That is, it is a way of making sense (seeing regularities, associations, 
connections, similarities) of data (collections of observations involving counting or 
measuring).

As you can see from the above definition, much of what we do in everyday life involves statistics. 
Most of us intuitively make statistical calculations on a regular basis – so don’t be intimidated 
by the idea that statistics requires a degree in mathematics!

The following sections discuss some basic but common statistical terms.

8.2 Mean
This is the arithmetic averageaverage. In a list of numbers the mean is obtained by dividing the sum of 
the numbers by the number of cases.
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For example: the following figures represent the salaries paid to seven employees of a small or-
ganisation. The mean salary paid each month would be the sum of the salaries divided by seven.

 Rands Rands

  7 750

  6 500

  6 500

  3 670

  3 600

  2 500

  2 030

 32 550 SumSum

     7 No of casesNo of cases

 4 670 Mean 4 670 Mean

The mean is often the most accurate measure of central tendency because it takes into account 
all the scores in a set of data. However, it is affected by extreme scores (and hence is not very 
useful if among a list of salaries there are a few extremely high earners).

This is different from two other measures of central tendency, the medianmedian and the modemode.

8.3 Median
The median is the item occupying the middle positionposition in a ranked list of numbers (a list of 
numbers from high to low). It is the score below which half the number of the scores fall. In a list 
of numbers from high to low, the median is the middle or midpoint number.

So, for example, in a list of the salaries seven people earn each month in a small organisation, 
the median would be the middle salary in the list (the fourth up or down).

  Rands  Rands

  7 750

  6 500

  6 500

  3 670  3 670 MedianMedian

  3 600

  2 500

  2 030

Notice that it gives a different figure to the meanmean.
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8.4 Mode
The mode is the measurement occurring most frequently.

So, for example, in a list of the salaries seven people earn each month in a small organisation, 
the mode would be the salary that is most common.

  Rands  Rands
  7 750
  6 500 Mode  6 500 Mode
  6 500 Mode  6 500 Mode
  3 670
  3 600
  2 500
  2 030

In general, the mode is not very representative of a set of data and is seldom used.

8.5 Correlations
Correlations are co-relations or agreements between two sets of numbers.

You may be familiar with the term “a one-to-one” relationship. In such a case there would be a 
perfect correlation between the two things.

In statistics this perfect one-to-one relationship is expressed by the term a coefficient of cor-coefficient of cor-
relation of 1.00.relation of 1.00.

If there is no relationship at all the coefficient of correlation is .00.00

There can also be a negative correlation (the higher the one set of scores, the lower the other 
set of scores).

It is very important to note that because a relationship or correlation exists between two things, 
it does not mean that one thing causedcaused the other thing.

Let us take a simple example using height and mass.

Generally taller people weigh more than shorter people. But it is not a perfect correlation – there 
are skinny tall people and very heavy short people. So the correlation, though positive, is not 
perfect. It is probably about 0.80. We normally indicate this by the sign r = 0.80.

So we can safely say that there is a strong positive correlation between height and mass.

But this does not mean that height causescauses you to be heavy or that being fat and heavy causescauses 
you to be tall. We know that the causes of tallness and mass in human beings are the result of 
the genetic structure of the human body as a whole and its development.

So to repeat the warning: Correlation does not mean causationCorrelation does not mean causation.

Note: the correlation symbol is r for quantity data and R for ranked (ordinal) data. Quantity data 
can be added together (for example, a set of salaries in rands), while ordinal data cannot be added 
(for example, positions in a hierarchy, such as first, second, third place).
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8.6 Norm
A norm is a standard, model or pattern that is regarded as typical.

Norm-Norm-
referencedreferenced

How well has the student done compared with the norm es-How well has the student done compared with the norm es-
tablished by all the other students?tablished by all the other students?

Usually aims to spread out, to discriminate between, those taking the 
test. More interested in the result in terms of a rank ordering of indi-
viduals than in how the result was achieved. Tests and examinations 
may deliberately include difficult questions to achieve this spreading-
out, discriminatory effect.

Frequently used as a basis for selection or grading (hence often 
described as “grading on the curve” (a reference to a graph displaying 
a previously established normal distribution); it is often used where 
there is competition for top scores or for the benefits that will be 
achieved through top scores.

Norm-referenced testing is usually done on a particular occasion 
(notably at end of course examinations) and the tests seldom cover all 
course content.

Criterion- Criterion- 
referencedreferenced

How well has the learner done in comparison with some pre-How well has the learner done in comparison with some pre-
determined criterion?determined criterion?

Also described as masterymastery, standardsstandards or competencycompetency testing.

Only needs to discriminate between those who have achieved mastery 
and those who have not. Results relate to specific performances, not 
just rank order. Comparison is made against an external criterion 
which can be adjusted to take account of a wide range of differences. 
This may or not be a population norm.

The learners should know the criterion they are aiming for. Teaching 
for the examination becomes normal and desirable.

Impossible without clearly defined behavioural objectives or 
outcomes.

Tests can be taken at any time and are best used in modular courses.

Self- Self- 
referencedreferenced

How well has the learner done in comparison with him- or How well has the learner done in comparison with him- or 
herself?herself?

Self-referenced assessment may be done by the teacher or by the 
student.

Heywood (1977, p. 22) contends that “self-testing is a habit acquired 
by immersion in the practice of being tested by others.”
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Further reading
Bless, C & Higson-Smith, C. 2000. Fundamentals of social research methods: an African per-

spective. Cape Town: Juta.
Phillips, JL Jr. 1992. How to think about statistics. Revised edition. New York: W.H. Freeman.
Rowntree, D. 2000. Statistics without tears. Revised edition. Harmondsworth: Penguin.

8.7 What to do with statistics
I do hope that you remember that you do not need to remember any of the figures or statistics 
that we have given you in this section. These figures are only provided so that you can print a 
picture of your community in your head. We will never ask you to give us any of the figures in 
an exam. However, as a community worker, you will need to know what we mean by the various 
statistics that we refer to.

You can see that statistics are a useful source of information to people who are interested in 
development and in the formulation of development policies. Statistics help us discover where 
people lack resources and what resources they lack.

9. CONCLUSION
We have looked at different ways in which figures are represented, by graphs, charts and tables. 
It is important to be able to interpret them when you come to read different academic texts. We 
hope you have enjoyed this exercise in statistics. In the next unit we will be considering how to 
produce academic texts.
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Unit  5
Producing academic texts

1. INTRODUCTION
In this unit we will be dealing specifically with writing essay assignments. Think of writing as a 
craft. For example, when a carpenter wants to make a table he has to decide on the design. Then 
he must choose the right wood and plane and cut it into different parts before he screws or glues 
the parts together. Finally he polishes the table. Writing an essay has the same qualities, requiring 
you to plan and work methodically through a series of closely linked activities. You have to break 
the writing process into stages before you finally put the final product together.

Specific outcome 5Specific outcome 5

Produce academic texts.

Assessment criteriaAssessment criteria

Planning and pre-writing is adequate.

Scope of the assignment is appropriate to the set task.

Structure is logical and appropriate to the assignment.

Development of arguments is cumulative, logical, rational.

Own position can be critiqued in terms of strengths, weaknesses, bias.

Visual aids are used appropriately, e.g. maps, diagrams.

Text is edited and necessary changes made.

Knowledge and information is reproduced in a form which adheres to ethical, legal and 
academic conventions, e.g. use quotes, references, awareness of plagiarism.

2. STAGES OF ESSAY WRITING
In some ways writing an essay is like telling a story. It has a beginning, a middle where the 
story develops, and an end. In essay writing this equates your introduction, development of the 
discussion, and conclusions. However, before you begin writing some preparation is necessary.

The main stages of essay writing are:

• noting how many pages you are expected to write
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• thinking about the essay topic
• gathering together material for the essay
• getting some ideas on paper
• organising the material
• writing a first draft
• reviewing your work in the light of the title
• writing a final draft

We will deal with all these stages in this unit.

2.1 The topic
It is most important to read the assignment topic carefully and make a note of the important 
points you are expected to write about. Underlining the important words helps you focus on your 
assignment. In this way you can make sure you cover the scope of the topic and do not omit 
important points.

Look at the example of an assignment topic below and underline the important words or phrases.

ABET can play an important role in the status of women and girls. Discuss this statement by 
referring to the position of women in society. Then discuss some ways in which ABET could 
target women specifically.

     ACTIVITY    

Copy the assignment topic in full. This is a good exercise as it fixes it in your mind and you are 
less likely to go astray.

Underline or highlight the words and phrases you thought were important.

If we were writing this assignment these are the words we would have underlined.

ABET can play an important role in the status of women and girls. Discuss this statement by 
referring to the position of women in society. Then discuss some ways in which ABET could 
target women specifically.

The first thing we notice is what we are supposed to do. We have to DISCUSS, and you will 
remember what this means from the first unit.

Next we look at the SCOPE OF THE TOPIC. The emphasis is on the status and position of status and position of 
women and girlswomen and girls in society and what roles ABET can play. So we need to focus on the role of 
ABETABET in improving the status of women.

Note that it is not only women but also girls who are included. This means we may have to con-
sider young children and youth.
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Everything we write must keep this in focus and refer back to the topic: the status and position 
of women and girls, and what role ABET can play.

     ACTIVITY    

If you have another assignment that you are working on write it down here and underline the 
important aspects of the assignment.

Next underline the important words in the following two questions taken from old exam papers:

(1) Group work is an important aspect of adult teaching and learning. Write an essay in which 
you describe the importance of group learning, what to avoid when teaching through group 
work, and some guidelines for teaching in groups.

And:

(2) Discuss the need for ABET in South Africa.

Describe the ABET needs in the community in which you live.

Describe the ABET centre that you have in mind that can address the needs you identified above.

Did you notice that both discuss and describe were asked for in the second question?

Now that we understand what is required in the assignment, we can begin to plan the assignment. 
First think about the topic. What do you know about the status of women? What do you need to 
know? It is time to look further.

2.2 Gathering sources for the assignment
Once you understand the topic you need to turn to your module, your notes and any other sources 
you might have. Read the sections that deal with the words and phrase you have underlined. 
While you are reading make a list of different aspects of the topic that are important. Make a note 
of pages in your module guide, notes or books that will help you.

Clear your desk and bring all these sources together. On a blank sheet of paper make further 
notes of what you want to use.

For the above topic we would make notes like this:
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From the module:From the module:

Status  – rural, urban, girl, marriage, abuse, rape

ABET  –  health and HIV/AIDS, nutrition, rights, pregnancy, fetching water, availability of water, 
abuse

From other sources:From other sources:

Rekord 8 December  – abuse

Rekord 5 December  – HIV/AIDS

Harper’s Magazine  – Breytenbach – rape

Nelisiwe Shilowo  – The status of women in South Africa – page 44

     ACTIVITY    

Write down all the words and phrases and/or other sources for the assignment you are working 
on. If you are not working on an assignment use the question below.

Discuss the need for ABET in South Africa.

Describe the ABET needs in the community in which you live.

Describe the ABET centre that you have in mind that can address the needs you identified above.

Look at the list and see if they deal with every part of the assignment topic you have underlined. 
If there is something missing go back to your reading. Add to the list. At this stage you need to 
add as much as you can. Later you might need to delete some of the topics depending on the 
length of your essay.

2.3 Making the connections
Now is the time to sit back and think about your notes. If you were doing the assignment on the 
status of women you might ask yourself questions like the following:

• What does the status of women mean in society?
• How does it affect me?
• Do women and girls have rights?
• Is women and girls’ health affected by the status of women?
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• Does teenage pregnancy have anything to do with the status of women? How?
• What about women leaders?
• What facts do I have?
• What about work?
• How can ABET help the above?
• What other sources might I need?

Do you see that you are beginning to make the connections between health and status, the effect 
on young women, and women and work?

Remember that we are keeping the focus on the status of women and children and ABET.

     ACTIVITY    

Using the above assignment on the need for ABET in South Africa, formulate questions you 
would want to ask yourself.

2.4 Grouping the material
Once you have made the list you need to group the different aspects of the assignment. On a 
blank piece of paper write out the notes in groups. You may do this either in columns or with a 
mind map, whichever is easiest for you.

Using the same example, the columns might look like this:

Status

Rural

Urban

Fetching water

Availability of water

Women leaders

Abuse – Rekord

Girl – Breytenbach

Marriage

Pregnancy

Health and HIV/AIDS

ABET

Nutrition

Health

Rights

There are many different ways one can group words and phrases. Once you develop the essay 
further you will probably change the sequence or swop it around. For instance, abuse could go 
in the first column under status.
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     ACTIVITY    

Now it is your turn to divide up the assignment you are working on or the assignment on ABET 
in South Africa. Make as many columns as you like, or if you prefer, make a mind map.

Now that you have grouped the words loosely into topics you should give them names/headings.

  The topics we have used could look like this:

The status of womenThe status of women Women’s health rightsWomen’s health rights How ABET can helpHow ABET can help

Status

Rural

Urban

Fetching water

Availability of water

Women leaders

Abuse – Rekord

Girl – Breytenbach

Marriage

Pregnancy

Health and HIV/AIDS

ABET

Nutrition

Health

Rights

Add headings to the columns you have written in the blank space above.

2.5 Making choices
Look back at the assignment instructions and notice again how many pages you are expected to 
write. Usually it is between three and five pages. If this is the case, your assignment should be 
at least three pages and not more than six. If you write too many pages your marker will ignore 
all the pages after the required length.

If we look at the columns above it is clear that we cannot cover all the aspects we have noted in 
any detail. Therefore we must choose the most important ones. It is better to cover several aspects 
in detail, after which you may refer to others that you also consider important. In this instance we 
will cover those which we have highlighted below.
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The status of womenThe status of women Women’s health rightsWomen’s health rights How ABET can helpHow ABET can help

StatusStatus

Rural

Urban

Fetching water

Availability of water

Women leadersWomen leaders

Abuse – RekordAbuse – Rekord

Girl – BreytenbachGirl – Breytenbach

Marriage

PregnancyPregnancy

Health and HIV/AIDSHIV/AIDS

ABETABET

Nutrition

Health

RightsRights

We may have to cut it down even further or add to it later. Preparing for an assignment is a pro-
cess that will probably change as we continue to work on it.

2.6 Outlining the essay
Now you are beginning to develop an outline of your essay. We have headings and have divided 
the assignment into sections. Each section will have a heading and several paragraphs.

The outline for our essay maybe as follows:

• Introduction
• The status of women in South Africa – a description of the situation
• The abuse of women – various forms of abuse
• Young women and teenage pregnancy – this will include references to women’s health
• Conclusion

Is there anything we have left out? Looking again at our assignment topic we could add a section 
on women and work.

Always refer back to your topic at each stage of planning and writing your assignment.

     ACTIVITY    

Draw up an outline of your assignment or the assignment on ABET in South Africa using the 
headings of your columns. You can change the headings at this stage if you think of better ones. 
Each section of the outline will have several paragraphs.
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2.7 Developing the outline
Let us look at the example we began with:

ABET can play an important role in the status of women and girls. Discuss this statement by 
referring to the position of women in society. Then discuss some ways in which ABET could 
target women specifically.

The following steps may be helpful in thinking about the development of the assignment:

• We will need to discuss each of our sections in the outline separately.
• We will use one concept as an example: the abuse of women.
• Now we need to go back to our notes and think about how women are abused.
• At this stage we should ask ourselves: Do we have enough information and if not, where 

can we get it?

To help us think about how we are going to develop our discussion we should ask ourselves the 
following questions about the concept we have chosen:

What? Give a definition – say what you are going to discuss. Be specific. In 
our example below we defined physical abuse.

Why? Why does this happen? Think about the past history of the situation. 
For example, we might say that women are discriminated against 
because under apartheid and in some cultures they are treated as 
children.

How? Give examples – these could be taken from the media, from reading 
you have done, and from your own experience or the experience of 
your community.

Where? If the assignment is about your community you must focus on that. If 
the assignment mentions South Africa then you should be discuss-
ing different communities in South Africa.

When? This can refer to a time period (at night, during drought) or an event 
(when something happens), e.g. when people have unprotected sex 
they are in danger of…

Who? Who is at risk?

ABET solutions

Below is an example of how we used these questions to help us develop our discussion on the 
abuse of women:
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What? Abuse of women – many women in SA suffer – abuse may be physi-
cal, emotional or mental

Definition – physical – rape – beaten – too much physical work

Why? Culture – women have few rights – treated as children – need to be 
controlled – apartheid

How? An example – high rate of rape (Breytenbach) – central Pretoria – 
women dragged into the bushes in Venning Park and gang-raped – 
newspaper report – Pretoria News 4 January 2004 report on page 5

Where? Rural areas – inferior status – Legotla – not own land – regarded as 
children – women beaten by husbands – townships – afraid to go 
out after dark

When? At risk – day or night – at night on their own – lonely areas – few 
people

Who? All ages – babies have been raped – reported in the…… newspaper 
– girl children from older men – sweets – offer lifts

ABET solutions Abuse of women in classes – rights – support each other – know the 
law – actions to stop the abuse – precautions

     ACTIVITY    

Choose a concept from our list and make notes to answer the questions in the columns below.

What?

Why?

How?

Where?

When?
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Who?

ABET solutions

In the assignment there is no need to answer all the questions above for each and every topic, 
but it helps to focus the mind and to see how a discussion develops.

We have divided the assignment into sections. Now it is time to begin writing the first draft. Leave 
the introduction until you write the final copy as you might want to add points or leave some out.

Look at the example below where we have developed our discussion. We have divided the topic 
into four paragraphs. The first paragraph deals with the what and how questions, the second with 
the why question, the third with the where and who, and the final paragraph discusses ABET solu-
tions. To show you how this is done we have underlined the words and phrases from the notes.

Each paragraph deals with a specific issue. The end of one paragraph should lead into the next.

2.8 Writing a rough draft
To write a rough draft, write quickly, including all the notes you have made and think about the 
what, how, where, when, who and possible solutions for each section. Do not worry about spell-
ing or grammar at this stage – just make sure you write down all the facts you want to discuss. 
Leave the introduction and conclusion until you have finished your essay.

Below is a rough draft of our essay:

Women and abuse

A high proportion of women in South Africa suffer from abuse. This abuse can 
be physical, emotional or mental abuse. I will be concentrating on physical abuse. 
This occurs when a woman is raped, beaten or forced to do too much work. An 
example of physical abuse is the high rate of rape in this country. In my area, 
which is central Pretoria, a woman was dragged into the bushes in Venning Park 
and gang-raped last week. A journalist, (Kagiso Gumede, Pretoria News:2009) 
interviewed the police about the incident. The police spokesperson said it was 
third incident in two months. He said, “…………………….”

Across cultures women are treated as emotional children and therefore deserv-
ing of punishment. “If my wife misbehaves, I have a right to beat her”, said 
Fanie, a young Afrikaner man living in our block of � ats. Thabo, his friend, 
agreed with him. “My wife’s body belongs to me.” It is a short step from this 
attempt to control to rape.
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Breytenbach describes a CASE report in which already children at school were 
playing ‘rape games’.

In rural areas women suffer. Men very often regard them as children and it is 
common for women to be beaten by their husbands. In townships women are 
afraid to go out on their own after dark. Even in daylight there are some areas 
where women are afraid to go. Women are particularly at risk at night when they 
are on their own or in lonely areas where there are few people about. Women 
of all ages can be subject to physical abuse. Even babies have been raped in 
well known cases that have been reported in the newspapers. Girl children are 
particularly at risk from older men who give them sweets and offer lifts in their 
cars. Often it is someone whom the child or woman knows who will abuse and/
or rape them.

It is important to deal with the abuse of women in ABET classes. Women can 
learn their rights and help support each other. Women need to know the law and 
what actions to take to stop the abuse. They can also be taught the precautions 
they need to take to avoid abuse.

3. WRITING PARAGRAPHS
When you are writing an essay you need to divide it clearly in headed sections, and divide each 
section into paragraphs. Each paragraph begins a new thought or idea.

     ACTIVITY    

Read the following section taken from an essay on crime and mark where each new paragraph 
should start.

…The big question is: how do we minimise crime? In this regard different people suggest 
different solutions. However, all agree that creation of more jobs will reduce crime. Inves-
tors will not come if the crime rate is high. So South African needs to bring the crime rate 
down before more jobs can be created, which will be followed by a reduction in crime. 
The second possible solution is to strengthen the police force. The police force can be 
effective if they have a large force sufficient to look after all the parts of the country. To 
attain this objective you need to recruit and train more policemen and women. Discipline 
in the force must be rigorously maintained. Lax policemen must be sacked. The third 
solution is to stamp out corruption. Corruption is found in all walks of life but is preva-
lent in those who have responsibility to enforce laws such as policemen, traffic officers, 
customs officials, and so on. Corruption is a serious crime. Corruption is very difficult 
to eradicate because usually the parties concerned all stand to gain. The fourth method 
of fighting the high rate of crime is the re-introduction of capital punishment. Capital 
punishment is carried out when people who are sentenced to death are executed or killed. 
For example, if a criminal rapes a female person and the brutality kills her, should he be 
hanged or not? Currently there is a controversy about this punishment. There are two 
schools of thought with regard to capital punishment. Those in favour say that the increase 
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in crime in South Africa is because capital punishment was abolished. They contend that 
those who shoot others every day would think twice before they killed if they knew that 
they would be hanged if caught. Those who argue against capital punishment say that 
it is not a deterrent but merely revenge. They go further quoting statistics that show that 
in those countries where capital punishment was abolished, crime did not increase….

It is quite easy to see how to divide up the section above into paragraphs. Each new solution 
should begin a new paragraph.

The fourth method could be further divided into two paragraphs, with the first one beginning: 
Currently there is a controversy… Here the writer is developing the theme of capital punishment, 
giving two points of view. These two points of view are awarded their own separate paragraphs.

4. USING GRAPHS
Sometimes you may want to add graphs or maps as examples or to give further evidence to 
your discussion. In this case you should always introducealways introduce the graph or map before drawing 
or copying it.

If you used the graph below your assignment would have something to do with education and 
youth. You could introduce it as evidence of the need for more money to be spent on African and 
coloured education by the Educational Department. Or you could argue that ABET is a priority 
amongst some sections of the youth.

After producing the graph or map you need to discuss what is seen in it, as we have done below.
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The chart indicates that just over 40% of African youth completed their secondary schooling, 
40% of African youth reached junior secondary level, over 10% of African youth (actually 14%) 
only reached Standard 5 and 5% of African youth have a degree or diploma. About 1% did not 
have any schooling at all. This means that there is a need for further skills training, particularly 
among those who never completed secondary school.

Finally, don’t forget to acknowledge where the chart or map comes from.

     ACTIVITY    

Look at the pie chart below and introduce it to the reader. Then write a few sentences about what 
the chart shows us.

How would you introduce this pie chart to the reader?

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Now comment on the chart. What do you see?

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. WRITING THE INTRODUCTION AND 
CONCLUSION

5.1 The introduction
In your introduction you should state briefly what your assignment is about. Look at the assign-
ment question and then at the rough draft. Make sure you cover the assignment topic in the 
introduction. Don’t add anything new in your introduction. Make sure that everything that you 
mention in your introduction is discussed in your essay.

Following is an example of an introduction to our essay:

In this assignment I will be discussing the role ABET can play in improving the status of women 
and girls. I will refer to the status of women, the problems women have to face, the difference 
between the situations of rural and urban women and the abuse of women. Finally I will consider 
how ABET can make a specific contribution to the particular situation of women in our country.

     ACTIVITY    

Write an introduction an assignment on ABET in South Africa.

5.2 The conclusion
The conclusion should also be brief and summarise what you have written about.
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For example:

From my discussion it is clear that women have a particular need for ABET. The status 
of women is low and we have seen how they carry a heavy workload. Many have their 
problems added to by abuse. Through different courses ABET can increase the status 
of women, give them self-confidence and help combat abuse.

     ACTIVITY    

Write a conclusion to the assignment on ABET in South Africa.

6. USING QUOTES AND REFERENCES
If we are going to quote from books or magazines we have to show where they come from. If we 
do not we can be accused of plagiarism

What is plagiarism?

Plagiarism is when we use another writer’s words or ideas and present them as our own.

Plagiarism is cheating and it not acceptable in university work. In written work sub-Plagiarism is cheating and it not acceptable in university work. In written work sub-
mitted for assessment, plagiarism may lead not only to assignment failure but also mitted for assessment, plagiarism may lead not only to assignment failure but also 
to serious fraud proceedings under the university’s academic rules. Handing in work to serious fraud proceedings under the university’s academic rules. Handing in work 
that has been copied from another student’s work is also plagiarismthat has been copied from another student’s work is also plagiarism.

6.1 When do we need references?
We need references when we:

• use a direct word-for-word quotationuse a direct word-for-word quotation from another writer’s work. This should be enclosed 
in quotation marks.

“The seemingly never-ending parade of corrupt clowns in power at all levels….” (Breytenbach 
2009).

• paraphrase or summarise ideas or materialparaphrase or summarise ideas or material from another writer.

The CASE report states that games played by children…….(Breytenbach 2009).
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• present very new controversial information, opinions or data that an informed present very new controversial information, opinions or data that an informed 
reader might challenge.reader might challenge.

Crime rates have dropped considerably in the last six months (Good Policing: April/June 2009).

• use tables, figures, illustrations, diagrams and appendicesuse tables, figures, illustrations, diagrams and appendices that are copied or adapted 
from another source.

Ninety percent of women have experienced emotional abuse, and 90% have experienced physical 
abuse (The National Criminal Justice Reference Service: 2009).

(This section on plagiarism and referencing was adapted from an adaptation by J. Aitchison in 
Summers, J & Smith, B. 2006. Communications skills handbook. 2nd edition. Milton, Queensland: 
John Wiley and Sons Australia: 18–21.

6.2 How do we reference?
We give a reference in the text of the assignment when we quote an author, and we list the full 
source at the end of the assignment. There is a standard procedure for giving a reference.

Providing a reference in the assignment

• When you are quoting one author

First you write the surnameFirst you write the surname of the author.

Next to the surname you write the date date. The date is the year the book was published e.g. 
(Breytenbach 2008).

The reference is given at the most appropriate place. Look at this example:

Breytenbach (2009) describes a study (SAHRC Report: 2009) in which children……

• Writing the page number

Sometimes when you are quoting from a particular section or paragraph of a book you should 
also give the page number. page number. This will help you and your reader to find the place easily. The page 
numbers are separated from the date of publication by a space: (Breytenbach 2009: 4–20).

• When the book is one of a series

If there is more than one volume of the book you need to refer to the volume with a ‘v’ (Breyten-
bach 2008: v 2: 35).

• Where there is more than one author

Sometimes a book is written by several people.

If there are two or three authorstwo or three authors you write each author’s name: (Smith & Pillay: 1999) or (Smith, 
Pillay & Nkondo: 1999).
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If there are several namesseveral names you need only write the surname of the first author and then you add 
et al. which means ‘and the others’: (Smith et al. 1999: 25–30).

• Giving a reference for an organisation, institution, corporationan organisation, institution, corporation or other group.

You can also use acronyms. For example: (South African Human Rights Commission Report: 
2008) or (SAHRC Report: 2008).

• Interviews and personal communications

When you interview people you also need to give a reference. Here are a few examples:

Nkondo (personal communication 1999)

Malinga (personal communication 1997)

Shibango (letter to writer 1992)

Haines (telephone conversation 2000)

Pillay (interview 2008)

Alternatively the information could be used in a sentence.

In an interview with the author on 3 July 2008, Pillay claimed that……

In a telephone conversation with the author on 4 January 2009, Malinga stated that……

References at the end of the assignment (reference list)

These should be in alphabetical orderThese should be in alphabetical order and should include:

Surname/s and initial/s of the author/s

Year of publication

Title including additional information in the title

Edition (if other than first edition shorten to ed.)

Place of publication

Number of pages (or volumes)

Series if necessary

International Standard Book Number (ISBN)

You should find all this information on the title page and at the back of the title page in the front 
of the book.

Here is an example (notice the punctuation):

Milan, D. 1983. Developing reading skills. 4th ed. San Francisco, Mcraw-Hill, inc. 567 p. 
ISBN O-07–041914–0.
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If there is more than one authorIf there is more than one author the names are connected by and. The first author begins 
with the surname, but the other authors begin with their initials. For example:

Fasokum, T., A Katahoire and A Oduaran. 2005. The psychology of adult learning in Africa: African 
perspectives on adult learning. Cape Town, David Langham. 171 p. ISBN 9282011178 .

When making references to magazines or newspapers you write the name of the article followed 
by the name of the magazine or newspaper. For example:

AIDS under spotlight. 2009. Rekord.

 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

This section was adapted from:

Atchison J. M. H. 1987,1992,1997. Referencing techniques: A guide to using the author-date 
referencing method: Pietermaritzburg, Centre for Adult Education University of Natal.

7. SUMMARY OF HOW TO PRODUCE GOOD 
ACADEMIC TEXTS

(1) Read the guidelines for the assignment.
(2) Read the assignment questions and analyse it.
(3) Read and understand the module.
(4) Look for other sources for your assignment.
(5) Group your notes into sections.
(6) Put the sections into order.
(7) Expand your notes into a discussion by thinking about the what, how, where, and why of 

the topic.
(8) Divide the sections into paragraphs.
(9) Write a first draft.

8. CRITIQUE YOUR OWN ASSIGNMENT
Read your essay again and look out for the following:

• Is the essay the required length?
• Introduction: everything you have mentioned in the introduction should be discussed in 

your essay.
• Repetition. Avoid this as it only irritates the reader.
• Paragraphs: is there a logical order moving from one paragraph to the other?
• Content: have you included everything you wanted to say?
• Is it objective? In other words, the content is not guided by my feelings or emotions, but by 

facts.
• Facts: have you included examples or facts to back up your opinion?
• Referencing: is this accurate?
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9. CONCLUSION
Producing a good assignment is a skill which needs to be practised. By the end of the process 
you should have increased your knowledge and your ability to think logically. If you have followed 
the steps in this module you should be able to produce assignments which are clearly argued 
and referenced.

In our final unit we will consider the conditions under which you study and will discuss hints on 
writing exams.
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Unit 6 6
Producing a learning schedule

1. INTRODUCTION
Different people study at different times of the day. Some like silence while they study, some 
like listening to music. In this unit we look at some practical ways in which you can make your 
study time more profitable. We will also consider exams and some of the best ways of preparing 
for the exams.

Specific outcome 6Specific outcome 6

Produce a learning schedule appropriate to the programme in which candidate is currently 
enrolled.

Assessment criteriaAssessment criteria

The time frame of the schedule is appropriate to the duration of the learning programme.

All relevant dates are included, e.g. dates of learning events, assessments, assignment 
deadlines.

Details of all assignments/assessments are complete and accessible, eg topic, format, 
scope etc.

Adequate time is allocated for preparation, execution of required assignment and assess-
ment tasks.

Plans are made for ensuring implementation of the learning schedule, eg negotiating time 
off from employers, transport, child care arrangements, etc.

2. GETTING SUPPORT
In this section, we suggest ways in which you could organise your study and outline the best 
conditions for studying. It is important to ensure that your study arrangements are as practi-
cal as possible bearing in mind the place where you live and the people with whom you share 
accommodation.
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2.1 Support from family and friends
Before you arrange your study time, discuss with your friends and family the importance of what 
you are doing. Talk about the outcome of your studies and how it will benefit both your future 
and the community. Explain that it will mean that time spent formerly with them will have to be 
restricted. Ask for their support. This may come in the form of encouragement when studying is 
difficult, or in practical help such as minding the children, making meals or helping with housework.

2.2 Support at work
Inform your employer of what you are doing. Say how important it is to you and how it will improve 
your skills. It you can get your employer’s support you will be able to negotiate time off for study. 
Discuss your studies with your fellow employees. The important thing is to get all the help you can.

If you keep your final goal in mind you will be more motivated to study.

     ACTIVITY    

Write down your long-term goals for your studies.

When I receive my certificate/diploma I will  ...............................................................................

3. A PLACE TO STUDY

3.1 At home
You should arrange for a place where you can sit comfortably and undisturbed. When you study, 
you will need to give full attention to the text before you without your mind wandering from time 
to time. See that your study arrangements are as practical as possible bearing in mind the place 
where you live or work and the people around you.

To make your study place as comfortable as possible you will probably need:

• An upright chair and a table
• Good light from a tilley lamp, candles or an electric bulb
• Blank writing paper or a notebook, pens, a pencil, pencil sharpener, paper clips
• A stapler and files or folders if you can afford them
• A dictionary
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It is necessary to arrange your study place in a systematic (orderly) way, so that when you sit down 
to study, you know exactly where to find your notes, your textbook (with a book mark showing 
how far you have progressed), your pens and any other study tools. Searching for tools will affect 
your study mood and waste time.

3.2 Other places to study
If home is too distracting you have to look for other places to study. Consider the following:

• In the library or at a friend’s house. In this case you will need something in which to carry 
your books and other material.

• In the bus or taxi while travelling to and from work.
• At work during lunch hour.

4. TIME MANAGEMENT
If you have had children you will know how difficult it is to get them to stick to a routine when it 
comes to homework. There is always something more interesting to do. Too often study is only 
done at the last minute. It is the same with most of us adults. How often have we said something 
like, ‘First I’ll wash the dishes and clean up; and I promised to help with something or other. 
When that is done I’ll study’, and before we know it our study routine has disappeared; and then 
we must rush when an assignment is suddenly due.

Another problem may be visitors suddenly arriving during your study time. You may have to 
politely explain that you are not available because you have an assignment to complete.

The first thing, therefore, is to make studying top of your list of priorities. Most things can wait. 
Keep to your routine as much as possible. To have a routine you should try to study at the same 
time and at the same place every day.

Routine is a regular course of procedure. For example, you must decide that every day you will 
study for at least a certain time. Decide what is practical. It need not be long – even a short time 
each day to begin with will help you discipline yourself for study. Gradually you can build it up. 
If you think you have to sit for an hour, it is easy to think there is no time today. Stick to it unless 
some serious event such as a funeral of a close relative occurs. Time runs out very quickly and 
if you procrastinate (delay action or postpone it) you will suffer when you write examinations. 
English speakers have an expression “procrastination is the thief of time”; do not allow your 
precious time to be stolen.

Finally, set yourself study times. Prepare a study timetable and stick to it as closely as possible. 
If you miss a study period, find extra time to make up for it. If you have a colleague nearby who 
is studying the same course, or one who has already completed what you are learning, arrange 
to meet occasionally for discussions on issues relevant to your studies.

It is up to you to find a suitable time, bearing in mind the needs of those who live with you. In 
some cases you may decide to study when everyone has gone to sleep or study early in the 
morning whilst everyone is still snoring. For most people quietness or stillness is essential for 
successful study.
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     ACTIVITY    

Draw up a timetable to set aside time every day in which to study. Discuss this with family and 
friends.

MorningMorning AfternoonAfternoon EveningEvening

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

4.1 Setting the task
One of the problems which many of us face is how to use our time effectively. Once you settle, 
study for a set period of time. Each time you study, set yourself a task to complete in a set time. 
Attempt always to complete the task you have set yourself.

You should decide at the beginning when you will do what and for how long, and stick to it. If you 
cannot set aside a certain time during which you will study, your study will progress in fits and 
starts — one day a little, the next day a lot, and the third day nothing. You will learn from experi-
ence how long a given lesson takes, and this helps you define your tasks as you continue to study.

By learning you are investing your own time in developing your intellectual powers. Sometimes 
you get this by studying in detail a small section of a text which is key to your studies, and at 
other times you get this by reading several texts here and there to widen your ideas.

You have to decide on the opportunities you have and how to distribute your time investment 
across these options in a way that gives you a good overall result. Always ask yourself:

Is this making me think?

Am I grasping the subject?

If you have not studied for some time it will be difficult at first to assess how long it takes you 
to study.
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     ACTIVITY    

Check the following to give you some idea of how much time you may have to invest in basic study:

Do I read slowly?

Do I have to read the same section several times before I understand it?

The next day, can I remember what I have studied the day before?

Do I have to check many words in the dictionary?

Does writing take me a long time?

Your answers to these questions will give you some idea of how much time you will need to study.

To manage your time:

• Mark on the calendar the dates of the assignments and exams
• Decide on a time of day to study
• Inform everyone when you will be studying
• Look at the different units you have to study
• Set a date for each unit of the module
• Keep to your set times

4.2 Long-term planning
Before you begin your studies you need to have a general idea of dates of assignments and exams 
you need to plan for. This will help you keep track of all important dates such as:

• Submitting assignments – remember these will have to be posted so that assignment should 
be complete a week before the due date

• Tutorial sessions
• Preparing for exams
• The exam date

In preparing for assignments and the exams you will need to read through the module, understand 
the content and make notes. Your study time therefore should include time for:

• reading and understanding the module
• reading specifically for the assignment
• preparing for the exams

You will have to decide how you are going to allocate the time. However, each week make sure 
you cover all these aspects.

Count the number of days, weeks and months you have to prepare for the assignments and 
exams. Then make out a timetable. Remember to include time for extra reading and research. 
The following is an example:
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General reading and research February-April Units 1–6

Assignment preparation March Units 2–4

Submission of assignment 24 March

Preparation for the exams March-April Units 1–6

     ACTIVITY    

Now draw up a long-term programme for your study periods.

If you are studying for more than one module you will need to draw up a study programme for 
each one. If you have planned your time well, you will not have to worry about the future. You will 
be ready for both the assignments and the exam.

Place your planner where you will see it often. You can then refer to it to make sure you are on track.

4.3 Short-term planning
We have already looked at study times during the week and long-term planning. Now you will need 
to be more specific about what you study each day. If you are doing more than one subject you 
have to make up your mind whether you will study one subject on Monday, the next on Tuesday, 
and so on. The other alternative is to divide your study time each day between the modules. 
However, it is not a good idea to change too often because you can lose concentration.
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If you are studying only one module, make sure that you have planned correctly so that you have 
time to cover the complete module. In other words if you have six weeks before the exam and six 
modules you should study one unit a week.

4.4 Daily planning
What are you going to do in each session of your study time? We have suggested general reading 
and intensive study. Nobody studies in exactly the same way, so you will have to find the way 
that is best for you. However, to make the most of your time, the following table may help. If you 
are planning on about three hours study a day, you could break it up into the sections suggested 
below. You could do this all in one go or at different times during the day.

First hour Read quickly through the material, make 
notes of what you don’t understand

Break This is important to maintain concentration

Second hour Make a summary, taking note of what 
you find difficult. Look up words in the 
dictionary

Break

Third hour Check how much you can remember by 
asking yourself questions. Make a note of 
any further research you may want to do

Relax

Reward yourself with a drink

Some of you may find an hour too long. In that case, you take your breaks after every half-hour, 
but don’t make your breaks too long.

4.5 Planning for assignments
If you plan adequately you will find that assignments are not difficult, and as you study you will 
gain new insights into what you are writing about. It is a good idea to start early; when you have 
written a rough draft leave it for a couple of weeks. When you come back to it you will find that 
you have new ideas of how to write the assignment and what to add to it. Following are a few 
guidelines to help you get started:
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Look closely at the assignment topic and decide what reading you will need to do. Make a 
note of further reading or research you may need.

Take notes from your reading and put them in order.

Make a rough draft of the assignment then set it aside.

Write the final assignment.

5. LEARNING TOGETHER
Learning with others is not only enjoyable but it also motivates and encourages you. As soon as 
you register for a course try and find out if there is anyone else in your area who is also registered. 
Meet on a regular basis and plan study times together. You will also be able to help each other 
over difficult areas of study.

Be open; discuss your studies with a primary or secondary school teacher you know, or perhaps 
that official from the Department of Social Development who lives closely or visits your area 
once every so often.

It is important to attend tutorials on a regular basis. Here you will be able to meet others with the 
same aims and goals as you.

5.1 The importance of group learning
When we engage in discussion with other people, we always learn something.When we engage in discussion with other people, we always learn something.

Conversation gives you access to other people’s ideas and also clarifies our own thoughts on the 
subject. With contributions from other people in the discussion, you may find yourself making a 
contribution you had not hitherto thought of. In other words, group discussion helps you to think. 
When you discuss with other people, you share the responsibility for what is being discussed. 
This means that whilst holding on to your own thoughts, you are compelled to tune back into 
the discussion.

Learning from discussion also means listening carefully to what is being said.Learning from discussion also means listening carefully to what is being said.

Do not simply wait for the other person to stop talking before you put your point of view. Comment 
on what the other person has said.

At the end of the discussion, you will acquire thoughts you would never have been At the end of the discussion, you will acquire thoughts you would never have been 
able to arrive at on your ownable to arrive at on your own.

In group discussion what you are thinking about is called the frame of reference.

When you make a contribution to a group discussion and when you have to argue a point you 
find yourself looking at things from a different perspective.
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A group of students can collectively advance their level of thinking.A group of students can collectively advance their level of thinking.

The combination of private reading and regular discussions is a powerful learning process.

Learning in groups also helps to keep your morale high.Learning in groups also helps to keep your morale high.

There is nothing more reassuring than attending a tutorial and finding that there are other students 
who have the same difficulties as yourself or who are in an even worse position. When you study 
alone, you may feel stupid, inefficient and inarticulate. What a great relief to find that your standard 
is the same as the others in your class! Studying is tough; it is a challenge, and everyone finds 
it difficult. However, the difficulty is not insurmountable (too great to be overcome).

Because studying brings people together from different backgrounds whose common Because studying brings people together from different backgrounds whose common 
aim is to learn, it is a social as well as an intellectual experienceaim is to learn, it is a social as well as an intellectual experience.

Learning should not be a competitive activity. Help others where your understanding is better; 
exchange plans and even share out some of your work. Form a network with others and solve 
problems that may impinge (have an effect or impact) adversely (negatively) on your studies. 
Such a network can make a difference between struggling through by sheer perseverance or 
dropping out of class altogether.

5.2 Taking part in group discussions
Most students or learners are eager to speak effectively and give a good impression of themselves 
in group discussions. But at first many people do not want to speak and appear foolish and igno-
rant. What most of those who hesitate to speak do not know is that the very next learner sitting 
next to them thinks the same way; they also fear that others are more clever, more confident and 
articulate. In such a situation just take the plunge and join in the discussion; and stop worrying 
about what others think. Do not allow yourself to be intimidated by equals.

Always sit at a place where you can see everyone. If the lecturer or teacher asks one of you to 
volunteer to lead the discussion, just leap before you look. When the teacher corrects you, you 
will remember the correction for the rest of your study course. Guess intellectually.

Do not wait until you have something important and impressive to say. Sooner or later someone 
in the group will say what you wanted to say while you are hesitating. The English say, “He who 
hesitates is lost”. What you may not realise is that what appears ordinary and simple to you may 
not be so to others. If you do not understand, be bold enough to ask.

Where possible, always make it a point to read about the topic before group discussion. You will 
make a good impression on your group. It is also your responsibility to keep the discussion going.

To sum up:

• Make your study time a priority.
• Set yourself study times.
• Prepare a study timetable and stick to it as closely as possible.
• If you miss a period, find some other time to make up for it.
• Study with other people.

You will soon find that studying is a pleasurable pastime.
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Details of all assignments/assessments are complete and accessible, e.g. topic, Details of all assignments/assessments are complete and accessible, e.g. topic, 
format, scope etc.format, scope etc.

6. HOW TO SET OUT YOUR ASSIGNMENTS

6.1 Presentation
The presentation of your work is very important. Take pride in your work. Take pride in your work. Too often assignments 
are returned with dirty finger marks or with many words crossed out and written over. Sometimes 
it is impossible to read the writing. A good, clear assignment always makes a good impression.

6.2 Assignment cover
In the top left-hand corner you will find a box for your name and address.

Underneath your address you are asked to write the course code number, semester code, the 
assignment number, your student number and the assignment date.
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6.3 Assignment writing pad
You should have received several assignment writing pads. Please note that you should use 
these for your assignments.

On the right-hand side there is a margin for tutorial comments. Please do not write in the Please do not write in the 
marginmargin. If for some reason you do not have an assignment writing pad, draw a line down the left 
hand side of your writing pad for marker’s comments.

6.4 Assignment title
Write the title in full at the top of your assignment. Leave a space of one line before writing the 
Table of Contents.

6.5 Table of contents
Even if the assignment is short you need to write a table of contents.

Here is an example of a table of contents taken from one of our old modules:

Table of ContentsTable of Contents

Contextual StudiesContextual Studies

Unit 2Unit 2

1. Introduction Introduction

2. Communities and city life Communities and city life

2.1 Is the crowd in the city centre a community?

2.2 What binds city people’s lives together?

2.2.1 Earning and spending money

2.3.3 Community through organisations

2.4 Are close-knit communities the ideal way of life?

2.4.1 Loneliness and vulnerability

2.4.2 Wider opportunities and more freedom

3 Making ABET work within the community Making ABET work within the community

3.1 Working with communities in the city

3.1.1 Choosing communities to work with in a city

3.1.2 Communicating with potential learners
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3.1.3 Teaching students from diverse cultures

4. Building communities for the new South Africa4. Building communities for the new South Africa

4.1 Rebuilding strife-torn communities

4.2 The role of communities in reconstructing South Africa

4.3 The contribution of ABET to community building

6.6 Headings
Notice that under each heading there are sub-headings which deal with the topic under the 
heading. In your assignments you should use sub-headings, underlined and numbered for each 
aspect of each topic.

7. PLANNING FOR EXAMS
Before we start planning it is a good idea to look at some of the myths that surround exams.

Some myths about exams

The following is a list of myths (untrue beliefs) that people believe about writing exams.

(1) Failing an exam will ruin your life. Failing an exam will ruin your life. This is a fallacy. Exams are not a life and death is-
sue. Most people do not do too badly, but even if you were to fail, that is not the end of the 
world. Of course it is unpleasant not to do as well as you had hoped for after you put time 
and energy into studying. Study is a noble and challenging undertaking, from which you are 
almost certain to gain a great deal, whether or not you pass or fail an exam. Some people 
go on to achieve great success in their studies in spite of setbacks. In fact, many eminent 
scholars failed exams some time in their student days.

For example, the well known Professor Ephraim T Mokgokong, the former vice-chancellor 
and principal of the Medical School for Southern Africa (MEDUNSA) – who is also known 
as the father of black doctors – is an eminent and successful gynaecologist. He failed the 
old Primary School Leaving Examinations, also known as Standard Six in those days. So 
although you may at first fail, there is always the possibility that you may prove to be a genius 
in your future life.

(2) Exams express the fact that you are a fool.Exams express the fact that you are a fool. Examiners are delighted to have students 
pass and they usually go out of their way to seek out what is good in the answers they read 
– whether written by students who pass or fail. Only fools will think that you are stupid and 
have wasted your time when you do not do well. Right-thinking persons will feel sorry for 
you if you do badly and hope you do better next time.

(3) You must read every word in the study guide and the prescribed (compulsory) You must read every word in the study guide and the prescribed (compulsory) 
books before you attempt the examsbooks before you attempt the exams. Most students tend to specialise in those areas 
which interest them. It is better to consolidate what you have done rather than attempt to 
catch up on what you have not done. An exam is where you pull together the product of 
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your months of study and make use of them in achieving performance. You should not aim 
at knowing everything there is to know.

The person who is going to mark your script is not going to be checking over it in fine detail 
to see whether you know everything. Your essays during the course are your chance to put 
together detailed and carefully thought out arguments for close reading by the tutor. The exam 
is much more a rough and ready exercise. Long before the exam read as much of everything 
as you can, but immediately before the exam rely on your notes.

(4) If you understand everything you have read it is not worth taking the exam.If you understand everything you have read it is not worth taking the exam. If you 
have understood everything you read and not learnt anything new then the course is too easy 
for you. In any course there will be certain chief ideas you will be expected to have made 
progress with. And if you have made sense as you studied, you will probably have developed 
more of an understanding than you realise. Use your preparation for exams to pull things 
together; make the best sense you can. Indeed, if you do not understand everything you 
have read the first time around, it means that you are studying a course before you pass an 
exam that is a prerequisite (thing required as a condition) for the course you are studying.

(5) Exam papers are difficult to understand. Exam papers are difficult to understand. This statement is grossly wrong and mislead-
ing. Exam papers differ from subject to subject and from year to year. They are not uniformly 
difficult or simple. Usually it is not the entire exam paper that is difficult, but probably only 
one or two or even three questions in it. To say it is a rule that exam papers are difficult 
to understand is as false as saying all modern children are delinquent (tending to commit 
crime) and difficult to control.

Examiners try to be helpful to you in setting questions, but at the same time they do not want 
to give you the answer. Questions on a topic are usually oblique (not going straight to the 
point), but this is not to say the examiner is malicious (intentionally causing trouble without 
reason). You need to remember that an exam is a test of your understanding of the course 
you have been studying, not a test of your general knowledge. There is nothing mysterious 
about understanding some specific parts of the course.

(6) Exams are for people with good memory. Exams are for people with good memory. Memory is a very useful quality of mind in 
learning. There is no doubt that people with good memory have an edge (quality or factor 
which gives superiority over close rivals) over other students. Some people even have a 
photographic memory and can remember where on the textbook page a certain fact is stated. 
They can see the page and all there is on it in their mind.

However, most exams that adults sit are not intended as a memory test. The purpose of your 
course of study is to develop your ideas. And the purpose of the exam is to provide you with 
a chance to show how well you have grasped the ideas in the course. Questions in the exam 
will be phrased in such a way that you will use the ideas in arguing your case. If you revise 
genuinely before exams, the role of pure memory work will be relatively small. So don’t think 
about memory; concentrate on organising your notes during your revision. In short, exams 
are not exclusively for people with good memory. However, it is an advantage in exams and 
in life to have a good memory.

(7) Exams will show up the gaps in your education. Exams will show up the gaps in your education. This statement is palpably (plain to see) 
false. An exam is not a test of general knowledge . It is rather a test of your grasp (understand-
ing) of the course and no more. If you have studied hard and sincerely, you can perform well 
regardless of your previous education. The examiner’s marking guide will indicate specific 
points from the course for which marks are awarded. Education background may help you 
to put finishing touches to your performance, but it is not part of the basics of getting the 
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job well done. There is therefore no way an exam can show gaps of your knowledge of the 
course you are studying. Knowledge acquired before you embarked on your course can only 
enhance (heighten or intensify) the standard of performance in the course you have studied.

(8) Exams are for people who are “speedy” and can think and write quickly. Exams are for people who are “speedy” and can think and write quickly. In any 
examination, time is limited; you do not have the whole day to answer a two-hour paper. 
Some speed in thinking and writing is therefore essential. But to contend (argue or assert in 
a debate) that speed is central to exam writing is palpably (plain to see) false.

What matters is how well you have planned your strategy (a plan designed to achieve a par-
ticular long-term aim). The speed at which you write has a bearing (influence) on the exam. 
If you are slow in writing, you may not be able to answer all questions in the exam that you 
are expected to attempt, and consequently the mark you get may not be a true reflection of 
your knowledge of the course. It is essential that your speed of writing must be reasonably 
fast but no one expects you to write as fast as the computer types. Exams are certainly not 
exclusively for fast thinkers and those who are “speedy”.

(9) You have to revise until you drop before the exam. You have to revise until you drop before the exam. This is not only incorrect but a 
silly and infantile (childish) notion. If you drive yourself too hard, you may find yourself too 
worn out or anxious to even write the exam, and you will certainly not be able to give your 
best in the exam itself.

It is a mistake to believe that all preparations can effectively be done at the very last moment. 
This is particularly true as you grow older and especially if you are studying part-time and 
have the everyday demands of life to attend to. In the days before the exams, tension naturally 
builds up and you become highly charged and stressed. Being highly charged makes you 
good at focusing attention on concrete matters but at the same time it makes you less able 
to solve broader abstract issues. The obvious answer is to do your broad planning well in 
advance so that by the final stages of revision you have already worked out a strategy for 
tackling revision and for allocating time for the exams. However, none of this will happen 
if you leave all exam preparation to the last couple of days and nights before exams. There 
is nothing as unpleasant and extremely worrying as arriving at exam time to find that your 
preparation is inadequate. In that case exams become a nightmare (horrible dream).

There are many stories and beliefs about exams conjured up (cause to appear as if by magic) 
by fertile human minds and embellished (made more attractive) by people who have hardly 
any examination-writing experience. (Remember, a little education is dangerous.) These 
stories and beliefs are mere fables (fictitious tales) and should be treated in the same way 
as the story of a hare racing with a tortoise, or how an ape outwitted a crocodile.

8. HOW TO PLAN FOR THE EXAMS
It is a good idea to prepare for exams well in advance, at the very least a month before you write. 
You may want to find out about past papers or discuss old questions with other students. Fol-
lowing are some tips to help you.

Sort out your notes and booksSort out your notes and books

Hopefully you will already have your notes neatly filed. If not, spend time in sorting them out and 
putting them in a safe place.
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Draw up a study timetableDraw up a study timetable

Work out how much time you have to study for each exam. Do you have any days off between 
the exams? Work out how much time you have before the exams start and then divide up the 
time so that you allow as much time as possible for each exam that you write. Give more time to 
those aspects which you find difficult.

Look at your old assignmentsLook at your old assignments

Go through your assignments and note what the marker has said. Do you understand why you 
got the mark you did? Think about how you could improve the assignment.

RevisionRevision

Don’t try to memorise everything in your notes and books. Work through the sections of your 
course and make short notes. Pull out the main ideas from your notes and make mind maps.

Try to think of questions that could be asked in the examTry to think of questions that could be asked in the exam

Try to step in the examiner’s shoes and think about questions that your examiner might ask. When 
you have thought of a few questions try to answer them.

Take a look at some old exam papersTake a look at some old exam papers

It’s a good idea to look at past exam papers. Your first look may alarm you. That’s fine. Looking 
at old exam papers will give you a good idea of what you can expect in your exam. You will be 
able to see:

• how the questions are set out on the page
• what kinds of questions you can expect
• how many questions there are
• how many questions you should answer
• how long the exam will be

Go through the questions with another studentGo through the questions with another student

A good way to see if you understand something is to try and explain it to another person. Work 
together with another student doing the course. Each of you should choose a few topics from 
the study material. Read the sections in the study guide that deal with these topics yourself. 
Then, without looking at the study materials or your notes and assignments, draw a mind map 
(or diagram notes) which covers all the issues you think are relevant to this topic. Finally, explain 
this topic to your partner.

Your partner should ask you questions about the topic. Once you have done with one or two 
topics, swap roles and let your partner do the exercise with some of her or his topics.
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Practise by answering past exam questionsPractise by answering past exam questions

You will find it useful to try to answer past questions. Time yourself to see if you finish on time. 
Then try to mark yourself, or ask a friend to mark the paper for you. When you try to answer the 
question ask yourself:

• What is the question about? Underline the important words in the question.
• What sections of my work are important for answering this question?
• What are the main points that I must answer?

Do not try to cheat. If you are caught you will be barred from registering at all academic Do not try to cheat. If you are caught you will be barred from registering at all academic 
institutions in South Africainstitutions in South Africa.

9. WRITING THE EXAM
Following are a few hints for writing the exam.

The morning of the examThe morning of the exam

The ‘great day’ has arrived! Don’t try and study any more the morning of the exam. Try to stay 
calm. Make sure that you get to the exam early. Don’t miss your bus or get lost on the way to 
the exam venue.

What to bring to the examWhat to bring to the exam

Make sure you have at least two pens, a pencil and ruler. Do not bring anything else to the exam 
room – not even a blank piece of paper.

Read the question paper carefullyRead the question paper carefully

If you have worked through a few past papers you should not be afraid to look at your exam 
paper. Work out how much time you can allow for each question. Then read the paper quickly 
and put ticks next to those questions you think you can do best and crosses next to those you 
are unsure about.

Underline the main words and jot down a few notes in the exam booklet to help you with your 
answers. When you have finished one answer move on the next. Remember to cross out the notes 
when you have finished your answer.

Answer the question correctlyAnswer the question correctly

Underline the main phrases in the question. Make sure you cover all the aspects of the question. 
Use what you have learnt to argue the case.
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Draw on material from the courseDraw on material from the course

We want to know that you have read and understood the subject. Use the academic terms and 
language that you have learnt. Writing about your life experience is important but not enough to 
pass the exam.

Use material discriminativelyUse material discriminatively

Keep to the subject of the question. Select the relevant facts.

Writing in note formWriting in note form

Unless this is asked for, write in essay form with an introduction, paragraphs and conclusion.

RepetitionRepetition

Avoid repetition in answers.

PaddingPadding

Padding is lengthening your writing by adding unnecessary material to fill the number of pages. 
Do not do this.

Try to write neatlyTry to write neatly

Try to answer as neatly as possible, but don’t spend too much time on this. Start each question 
on a new page and number each question.

10. ANSWERING MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
What are multiple choice questions?

• They are questions which ask you to choose between two or more alternative answers.
• They consist of many rather specific questions that require short answers.
• The questions make it clear what is required of you and on what criteria you should base 

your answer.
• They permit and occasionally encourage guessing.

A multiple choice question is a question in which you are given a statement or a problem and 
presented with different answers. You have to choose the correct one. They are designed to test 
the following:

• Your knowledge of the work
• Your ability to interpret the work
• Your analytical ability
• Your ability to interpret the work
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• Your ability to think creatively
• Your ability to evaluate the material
• Your ability to think critically

As with other questions, when answering a multiple question you first have to find the key term 
– the word which says what the question is all about.

Finding the key termFinding the key term

Here are some examples. Underline the key term in each. For each of these statements you will 
be given several words or phrase to complete the statement.

A question in which you select the best choice among choices which A question in which you select the best choice among choices which 
could also be correctcould also be correct

The best method for learner-centred teaching is

The most important need for rural women is

A question in which you think of negative actionsA question in which you think of negative actions

The most harmful block to adult learning is

A question in which you think of descriptions of characteristicsA question in which you think of descriptions of characteristics

In an urban community people relate by  .....................................................................................

Did you underline best, most important, most harmful and urban? These are the words which tell 
you (give the key to) how you choose the answer.

Now let’s look at techniques for answering the multiple choice questions.

• Skim through the questions very quickly and start with those you are confident about.
• Identify the key term and think about what is being asked.
• Try and find the correct answer before you look at the possible alternatives.
• Read all the answers carefully. Think about them before you make your choice. Sometimes the 

correct one is not obvious. They all may be true but you have to find the best, most true one.
• Compare the answers with each other. Study them carefully to discover the differences 

between them.
• Use a process of elimination. Once you have read all the answers discard those which you 

know are wrong or less likely to be correct.
• Try to avoid guessing.
• If you are not sure of the answer:

Read the question and the first possible answer. Then read the question again with the next 
possible answer and so on. By sorting through in this way you may find the correct or best 
option.
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When you return to difficult questions, read the question and try to give your own answer. 
Then look at the options and see which is closest to your own answer.

• Finally check your choice.

11. CONCLUSION
Organisation is the key to good studying. We have looked at different ways of organising your 
time and space. Getting support and joining groups will enhance what you have learned. Proper 
preparation makes studying that much easier and pleasant. It is important that assignments are 
in on time and are well prepared.

Now you are ready for the exams. We hope you have enjoyed studying the module with us.






